uicide rate high among college age persons
Two of 10,000 college students
commit suicide, counselor says

By DONNA SIZEMORE
While you are reading this article someone
will try to kill himself, and by tomorrow at
least 60 Americans will have succeeded.
Ironically, only a very small percentage of
these people actually want to die.
Psychological research clearly indicates
that depression is spreading rapidly,
especially among America's youth.
Suicide rates are highest amoi
between the ages of 17 and 25, accor
Mclntire of the Counseling and
Development Center at James
University.
estimated that two of every
10,000 college students commit suicide. Between five and ten suicide attempts made by
JMU students last year are on the counseling
center's records, Mclntire said.
"Suicide results from a real or perceived
loss of some kind," Mclntire said citing
loneliness, isolation, depression and alienation
as contributing factors.
"Suicide among adolescents is increasing,"
he said, adding that youth experience feelings
more strongly and intensely. "As you grow
MCINTIRE
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past adolescence, some of the intensity backs
up. It's the intensity that can cause suicide and
the impulsiveness."
Most suicide is either situational, such as
occuring after a break up with a boyfriend or
girlfriend, or occuring because the person seas
no other way out, Mclntire said.
According to Mclntire, taking is one of the
best ways to prevent suicide. "If you have
unresolved feelings, talk about them/' he said.
"Get someone and work oh building a
relationship with mem."
ACCORDING TO the report, "College Can be
Kffling," the pressures of college life are more
intense than ever before. "It's a terrible time
to be a college student," the report said,
"probably the worse in four decades."
Figures from the San Francisco Suicide
Prevention Center published in "Behavior
Today" stated that the center received 029
calls in April of 1979 from persons under 30
yean of age, who were contemplating suicide.
"Behavior Today" classified the eighties as
a time when there would be a growing risk of
suicide.
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Remnants of 1960s' cold war still exist here
Civil defense supplies deteriorate
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Deteriorating civil defense supplies from the cold war period of
the early 1960s are still being stored at James Madison University. The materials cannot be moved without the federal government's permission, according to Richard Garber, safety officer at
JMU. He has requested permission from the Office of Civil
Defense in Richmond to dispose of the supplies, since most have
deteriorated.
However, he has received no word from Richmond on what
steps to take.
Canned biscuits, tins of water and various medical provisions
were sent to Madison College in 1962 to be used in case of nuclear
fallout. They are still here today, located in Wilson,. Wayland,
Ashby, Harrison, Keezell and Wine-Price.
In the latter part of the 50s and early, 60s, fear swept the country
after the Soviet Union gained access to the atomic bomb.
AS A RESULT of this fear, the federal government placed an
emphasis on civil defense. Fallout shelters were constructed, kits
to make homemade bomb shelters became big business and the
federal government sent supplies to areas designated by
engineering firms as less susceptible to nuclear fallout
Madison College was designated as the refugee center for
residents of Washington D.C. who would be exposed to high-level
radiation in case of nuclear attack, according to William
Menigber, a former Madison College faculty member who now
teaches at Bridgewater College.
However, as cold war fears diminished, the U.S. government's
emphasis on civil defense waned. As a result, the supplies have
remained in campus buildings for nearly 18 years.
(Continued on Page 18)

RATION BISCUITS and drinking water are still stored hi Wine Price Hail's fallout shelter.

Accounting degrees and graduates in demand
By VANCE RICHARDSON
Accounting is the most
popular major at James
Madison University after
having experienced a 400
percent growth in the number
of accounting majors here
over the last six years.
There are 593 declared
accounting
majors
this
semester compared to 144 just
six years ago. The two
departments with the next
highest number of majors are
communication arts with 590

and management with 584,
according to Dr. William
Jackameit,
JMU's
statistician.
Accounting' was also most
popular among
entering
freshmen last fall with 141
choosing it as their major.
Again communication arts
and management were second
and third with 128 and 103
declared majors respectively.
The rapid increase in the
number of accounting majors
here is partly the result of a

very high demand for
graduates in the accounting
field.

"ACCOUNTING is an excellent job market—one of the
best we have," Thomas Nardi,
director of JMU's career
planning and placement office, said. "Those graduates
who are out actively seeking
work are finding jobs."
Nardi said the 115 students
expected to graduate with
majors in accounting this

semester will have four basic
directions in which to seek
employment—public
accounting upon completion of
theCPA exam; governmental
accounting involving auditing
on the federal, state and local
level;
industrial
or
managerial work; and the
"non-financial" sector such as
hospitals, colleges, etc. Nardi
noted that accounting is also a
good background for all other
fields—particularly
entrylevel management trainee

jobs.
Based on surveys returned
to Nardi's office by last year's
accounting graduates, over 75
percent are either employed
or in graduate school. Of those
reporting
salaries,
the
average yearly wage works
out to be 312,503. The highest
annual pay reported was
318,400; and the lowest was
10,000.
(Continued on Page S)
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Construction funds allocation still uncertain
Vfcghia General Assembly deciding whether to amend JMU's budget
' By LOUIS EACHO
Although "Governor John
Dalton is expected to ask the
General Assembly to amend
the 1980-82 biennial budget to
include allocations for construction projects at James
Madison University, it is
uncertain
whether
the
legislature will approve the
governor's request.
University President
Ronald Carrier discussed this
amendment and other budget
developments
at
the
University Council meeting
Thursday.
With
$710,000
already
granted for completion of
Phase I of the Madison
Memorial Library addition,
state legislators are currently
deciding whether to amend
JMU's budget requests for the
remaining
$1.8
million
designated for Phase II.
Revenue bond projects for
new campus construction,
unlike previous years, are no
longer Included in the budget
proposed by Governor John
Dalton, but must be added in
his budget as amendments,
explained Carrier.
THERE IS "A strong
sentiment" among the state
legislators to grant funds for
Phase II of the library addition, according to Carrier.
Phase I, which is presently
underway, provides a shell for
the entire building, but doesn't
include completion of the
basement or second floor.
Requests
to
expand
Madison Stadium and construct a new dormitory also
must be amended to the 198082 biennial budget. Carrier
said both, protects will be
recommended by Dalton, but
he is unsure of what action the
General Assembly will take.
Dalton will probably either
grant all or none of the

requests for dormitories,
which also are being made by
Old Dominion University,
Virginia
Commonwealth
University, Norfolk State
University and Virginia State
University, Carrier said
This will "put quite a bit of
pressure" on the General
Assembly to veto Dalton's
proposal, he noted.
Expansion of Madison
Stadium will not only include
additional seating, but will
add a headquarters for ROTC,
a sauna, dressing room and
racquetball courts, according
to Carrier.
THE TRANSFER of $1.7
million designated for expansion of Godwin Hall to be
used for seating in the athletic
facility across Interstate 81
must be approved by state
legislators.
An addition onto Godwin
Hall would have been "awkward and expensive," while
7,000 seats can be placed in the
new athletic building without
losing any of the planned
recreational facilities, Carrier
said. There is room to accommodate up . to 3,000
parking places across Interstate 81, and an exit onto
Port Republic Road could be
constructed if needed, he said.
Appropriations of $371,000
have also been recommended
by the governor to renovate
buildings for the handicapped.
Carrier
said.
Remolded
restrooms, widened doors and
sidewalk ramps will be included in this funding, he said.
In other business, the
University Council approved a
resolution adopted by the
General Assembly requiring
teaching graduates who plan
to be certified in Virginia to
take the National Teachers
Exam. Without the test,
students may earn a degree in

a Virginia university, but they
cannot
receive
recommendation for certification,
according to the dean of the
school of education and
human services, Dr. Julius
Roberson.
The exam, which isn't

mandatory in many states, is
being required by legislators
in hopes of raising the level
and standards oMeachers in
the state, Roberson said.
GRADUATES can take the
exam without having to make

a minimum score for the next
two years, which is when the
state will designate one, he
said. Legislation requiring the
' exam for certification applies
to graduates after May I960,
he added.

Harrisonburg, JMU work together
to construct Mot access to CantrA
By CINDY RUSSELL
James Madison University
and the city of Harrisonburg,
in a joint project, are constructing a new road that upon
completion will serve as the
access to J parking lot, linking
J-lot and Cantrell Avenue.
According to Assistant City
Manager
John
Driver,
Harrisonburg is financing the
$65,000 project and JMU is

providing the necessary land.
Construction had been held up
due to negotiations with CW
Railway, since the new access
will cross the railroad tracks.
Driver said the completion
date is still uncertain*since
JMU must decide what action
to take on the present CW
contract.
Gene Wagner, director of

the JMU physical plant, said
the new road will alleviate
traffic from residential sections since plans are to close
off Duke's Drive from the new
road to its present end at Paul
Street. However, Wagner
stre-sed that the most important reason for construction of the road is to
create a convenient access to
J-lot.

Photo by Ch»n« A. Calk)

A NEW 165.000 access route linking J-lot with
Cantrell Avenue is designed to reduce traffic

from

residential sections of Harrisonburg.
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Pr • Jt.ts'vl plan could relieve US. energy situation
Fostering synthetic fuel production » a program being considered, specter sc^s
By TERESA CAVINESS
An energy commission, if
funded with $88 billion by
Congress, could relieve (he
United
States'
energy
problems by fostering synthetic fuel production over the
next 15 years, according to a
policy analyst with the U.S.
Department
of
Energy

push with this technology or
research other techniques, he
said.
President Carter is pushing
for an'Energy Mobilization
Board which will cut red-tape
within the bureaucracy, but
the board hasn't been approved yet, he added.
THE U.S. daily imports one

The U JS. daily imports one fourth of its
energy and one half of its oiT
The plan is just one of the
programs being considered by
the federal government in an
attempt to ease the current
energy situation, Paul Tebbets said at the first meeting
of the Political Science
Consortium Tuesday.
An
Energy
Security
Reserve was enacted in
December
which
appropriated $20 billion. DOE
received $2.2 billion of that
amount in subsidies for
synthetic fuel production. The
question remains, however, as
to whether the U.S. should

fourth of its energy and one
half of its oil. The rapid price
increases
that
the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC)
is able to enforce create an
economic problem for the
U.S., which the production of
synthetic fuels could help
alleviate by reducing oil
imports.
The U.S. has not always
imported as much oil as it is
importing now, Tebbets said.
An
import
quota
was
established in the 1960s after
tremendous reserves were

At over KX/mpg,

my Puch practically
puts me through
school."

discovered in the Middle East
which could be obtained
relatively cheaply. The quota
maintained prices so that U.S.
companies could continue
operating at a profit level.
Pressure was exerted in the
1960s and early 1970s to
eliminate the quota since U.S.
reserves were being depleted
at an increasing speed.
Middle East production
soared after the quota was
lifted and oil became cheap
and plentiful. People bought
lavish
automobiles
and
worried little about conservation,
according
to
Tebbets, and demand increased. Sensing its potential
al power, the Middle East
nations formed OPEC.
Aside from being subject to
rapid price increases, the U.S.
is also vulnerable to supply
stoppage because of the
cartel, Tebbets said. The long
gas lines last summer
resulted from only a small
cut-off, he said adding that
even that amount was enough
to cause problems.
PAST
GOVERNMENT
policies have worsened the
energy situation, Tebbets
said, citing as an example the
import quota, which depleted
domestic oil supplies.
Mass-scale production of
synthetic fuel will take at least
15-20 years to achieve. Other
long-term projects could
involve renewable energy
sources and nuclear power.
For the "medium term,"
better use of fossil fuel

THE UNITED STATES daily imparts one-foartfc of Ms energy
and one-half of its oil, a Department of Energy official said here
last week.
*
reserves could be an ink
the "means of generating
minent energy method, be
electricity with least cost and
said. Burning coal directly
toast environmental impact."
while decreasing the amount
A representative from the
of pollution in the air is
Environmental
Protection
another likely project
Agency spoke on the economic
aspects of environmental
Another speaker, a staff
control in regard to pollution
engineer at VEPCO, spoke on
concerns.
"Environmental
nuclear power as an altercontrol is no free ride," Dr.
native to Arab oil. Laurin
Robert Statnick said, "but the
Johnson said nuclear power is
benefits are real"

London a memorable experience
for 'pioneer' group of JMU students

"According to recent reports, the average car
costs more than ?3< a mile to operate. But my
PUCH moped costs about a penny a mile. So it
doesn't just get me to school; it practically saves
enough to put me through. And riding a PUCH
is the most fun I've ever had, passing Economics!'
For dependable, fun transportation—at a price
that's one for the books—see your nearby PUCH
dealer today.

FOR THE ULTIMATE IN MOPEDS
THE WORLD IS TURNING TO US

6 E. Water St-|^|!8w^Hours:
(Upstairs) (j|fJ Tues. - Sat.
10 6
434-9484 ^7 W
~
tOME BY FORA FREE DEMOR/DE.'
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By BOBBY GIRARDI
"Every day in London was a
memorable experience," said
James Madison University
senior Sally Metcalf in the
slow southern drawl that she
said fascinated the Britons.
"And because of London, the
way I see things now is so
different. I feel like I have
an
overview of u*££T v
The London trip is the
brainchild of Dr. Ralph Cohen
of JMU's English department.
Cohen has been taking small
groups to London for brief
sojourns for the past four
years. Last semester he was
accompanied for the first time
by a larger group-28 students
who spent the entire fall
semester in London.
"This last group was the
pioneer group, Cohen said, "
and it was also the first
semester in which students
were taught by actual English
professors."
The curriculum consisted of
British art, London theatre,
British philosophy, British
political and legal systems,
Shakespeare and London in
• Literature. Two of the courses
were, taught by Cohen, and
four
by
the
English
professors, although one JMU
student
remarked
that
Cohen's contribution made up
"a good 50 to 60 percent of the
program."
"THEY
DEFINITELY
ve a different style of

teaching over there," Keri
Arran House Hotel.
Wormald said. "They have a
"I can't emphasise how
period of time to get all
pleasant it is to sample pub
assignments in by ana mat's
fife," Cohen said; and
it We are pampered here."
students could claim to learn
In addition to classes,
more in the pubs than in the
students are required to see 28
classrooms since most contact
plays during the semester,
with "real Englishmen" were
often as a result of being told
made there.
by English professors to see a
There Wormald was taught
. play for homework. They also - the etiquette r* female pub
journeyed to Stratford-uponbehavior. "Ladies are only
Avon for a theater class
supposed to drink their beer
requirement and had a chance
out of half pint glasses...it's
to meet prominent British
more delicate," she was told.
actress Judy Dench who was
Toward the end of her visit
starring in Shakespeare's
Wormald also was made an
"Cymbeline."
honorary member of the
"I really developed a taste
"Ladies Auxiliary of Pub
for theater," Path Chick said.
Owners" by a friendly pub
"It's something that you can't
proprietor.
find here."
For Sauy Metcalf, adjusting
However,
students
into pub hours was a bit condicated that London itself was
fusing. "Everything closes at
the greater teacher. Most . 11 p.m. there," she said, "so
students indicated the London
everybody had to get used to
air seemed to have an exciting
getting wasted at six o'clock
edge. "I think people became
and back at 11." Metcalf's
interested in things they never
southern accent was a major
thought about before" Worattraction at the pubs, where
mald said. "I found myself
she would gain an audience
going to galleries and playssimply by asking for a beer.
not because it was required"Talk some more, talk some
hut because I wanted to."
more, they would ask," she
said. "They thought people
THE MAJORITY of the
only talked that way on Roots.
nightlife for the JMU students
A HISTORIC London pub,
in London was centered
the Cheshire Cat, was the
around the British pubs,
location for
the
final
especially The' Duke of
celebration thrown by the
Wellington,
the Princess
students before returning
Louise and the Marlborough
home-a
costume
party.
Arms, which were located
"Everybody came dressed
near student quarters at the
(Continued on Page 4)
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Warm weather, lack of snow hurt ski resorts
By TRICIA FISCHETO
Unusually
mild
temperatures in December and
January have played havoc
with local skiing
"We haven't" really bad
winter yet," Bon Peteher.
general
manager
of
Massanuttan Village, said.
Although natural snow is not
essential for Maasanutten to
remain operational, it does
"put people in the mood for
skiing,"
Peteher said.
"ItTs the warm temperatures that have hurt us,"
he added, since man-made
snow can only be made in subfreezing temperatures under
normal humidity conditions.
WARM WINTER temCratures and lack of snow
re
plagued
resorts
throughout the country this
season. In Portland, Maine,
for example, only 3.5 inches of
snow had fallen by midJanuary, the least amount
since the National Weather
Service
began
keeping
records nearly a century ago.
Business is down as much as
M> percent at some winter
resorts.
Attendance at Maiaaraitten
is down for several reasons,
of the
operating with fewer slopes

open, Peteher said. Another
reason it the higher cost of
gasoline this season. "Since it
costs so much to drive up
here," he added, "they're
probably waiting for more
ilorwa to be open."
"Naturally, everything here
at Maasanutten revolves
around the skiing," Peteher
said, adding that sales of food
and ski apparel are down this
In attempts to boost
business at the ski resort, a
"snow dance" was held last
weekend at Massarairton. "We
hoped that those who came out
for the dance would decide to
do some skiing beforehand,"
Peteher said. "We had a real
good turnout"
ACCORDING TO Peteher,
most skiers have been goodnatured about die less-thanprime skiing conditions.
"Most people realise that it's
Mother Nature's fault," he
said. "And they know if we
could do anything about it, we
would."
The weather his had some
effect on siding classes. Some
classes have had to be
rescheduled, but no major
problems have occured, he
said.

reason Betsy Grant, a James
Madison University senior,
dropped her skiing class at
Maasanutten.

Conditions on the slopes
were at least part of the

''They had a right to be
open," she said. ,!But there

While local ski resorts and
their nearby restaurants and
motels have suffered, ticket
sales are slow at Lake Placid,

On
the
whotedespite
cultural differences-students
did not have have any great
difficulty adjusting to the
British way of life. "It was
more of a culture shock, to
return to the U.S. When I left,
gas was 75 cents a gallon,"
Metcalf added.
Some students even landed
their expertise in traditionally
American pastimes to their
British counterparts. "One
student
coached
the
University
of
London
basketball team" Cohen said
"and another
organized
badminton
tournaments."

American students from JMU
also did verbal battle with
Iranians at a location known
as "speakers corner" in Hyde
Park. "It's like a soapbox," a
JMU
student
indicated
"Anyone can go there and ssy
anything they want."
PERHAPS THE most interesting cultural difference
noted by students in London
was the peculiar habits of the
punk rockers-the British
youths who dress up in garish
style.
"They're
really
something," Metcalf said, "in
their pink and purple striped
leotards and dyed-hair-but

it's accepted over there; their
punk is tike our preppy."
Another JMU student indicated that once she was the
only person on a full subway
car
with blonde
haireverybody else's hair was
turquoise, orange or pink.
Wormald said the
punks show their favor by
spitting. "If they spit at you/'
she said, "that means that
they like you." However, a
rival group known as the Mods
have risen up to challenge the
Dunk rosters' hold on British
youth, she auu^. "The Mods
dress real sharp in 80s style

were a lot of bare spote on the
slopes."

NY., the site of next month's
1980 Winter Olympics.
With refrigerated runs and
man-made snow, however,
officials report that the games
will go on, with or without
natural snow.

* London
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(Continued from Page S)
up," Cohen said, who filmed
me event for eventual use in a
documentary. "We had some
students who came dressed up
aa punk rockers and. performed their own song.
JMU students in London
indicated that after first
overcoming their prejudice
toward Americans the British
proved to be a delightful
people. 'Well, they would say
mat
they
didn't
like
Americans." Metcalf said.
"But then they would say they
like
you...it
was just
stereotyping."
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*** 'PIZZERIA

¥ ¥ Chicago Style Pizzas * *
Subs & Deli Sandwiches
ABC on Premise
Old Mill &
* Michelob on tap
•daily lunch specials from 11-2:00
pjut your Favorite import beers
At two Locations:
No. 1 1010 S. Main 433-1101
(in front of Cam pus)
ON CAMPUS DELIVERIES
Starting at 6pm .-11pm. Mon. -Thurs.
• last call 10:30*

,

No. 2x3059 S. High Call 433-0077
• DINE IN OR TAKEOUT*
Hours : open 7 days a week
Sun.-Thurs til Midnight
..Frl-Sat. ti 2 amwL
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their own nation."
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Presents:

suits. They're just the oolite of the punks, whom
constantly have fights
with..it's like gang wars/'
JMU students indicated that
the semester in London is an
experience they will not
forget.
"I think they ought to make
it mandatory," one student
added. "You learn so much."
"Let's face it, Cohen said,
JMU may be pretty, but it is
hardly culturally-abundant.
London is so worthwhile,
though it must be said that the

ALL YOU CAN EAT SPECIALS
SUN-THURS 4-9 pm
& Salad Bar
2.95
Spaghetti & Salad Bar 2.95
Mon
Pizza & Salad Bar
2.95
Tues
Wed Chicken & 2 Veg.
3.25
2.95
Thurs Tocos & Salad Bar
OPEN Sun-Thurs 11-1 am Fri&Sat 11-3 am
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Ecologkt warns

Some urban renewal creating 'no man's land'
By TRICIA FISCHETT1
"We've got to do something
about the disaster that's
happening in cities across our
nation," an ecology expert
said Wednesday.
Some forms of urban
development create a "no
man's land" of high-rise
buildings for which nobody
cares, according to Paul G.
Pearson,
executive
vice
president and professor of
zoology at Rutgers University. Pearson is the first in a
series of lecturers to visit
James Madison University
this spring for the Visiting
Scholars program.
The only reason people
come into these congested
areas is either to work in the
office buildings or to live in
the apartments, Pearson said.
"This kind of unstable system
can become the worst kind of
crime area that's possible,"
he said.
Pearson said that the stable
community system of neighborhood shops is dangerously
being replaced by urban
renewal projects in many
cities.
LAND HAD two values,
according to Pearson—its
resource potential and its
development potential.
"Resource
potential
is
determined by how much you
can get off the land," he explained.

He cited the example of land
et interstate exchanges as
having development potential.
The land at these areas has
become so valuable that
farmers cannot afford to keep
the
land,
according
to
Pearson.
Land for agriculture is of
primary importance, he said,
adding, "and we're really
making a mess of our valuable
resource."
Pearson said if land usage
continues at the rate it is going
now, in twenty years, the
United States will have almost
no farmland.
A RECENTLY-developed
answer to the problem of land
usage
is
the
transfer
development right, Pearson
said. Under this system, land
is analyzed for its agricultural
or developmental potential.
Then, local or state law
determines
whether
developmental rights may be
bought from the farmer.
"The beauty of it is that it
does not take taxpayer's
money," Pearson said. "It
works in the marketplace, It
works in the courts and it
works in preserving the
natural resource."
Ecological factors must be
considered in the development
of open space, Pearson said.
The most important factor in
the development is managing
and keeping the high diversity
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CONGESTED CITY areas can become "the
went kind of crime area that's possible,"
of plants and animals nmHng
that space their home, he
added
Pearson cited the example
of the English countryside as
effective management of
229 North Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
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according to visiting scholar Paal Pearson.

urban and rural space. "In
England, the cities are aU
cities," he said, "but once you

*Accounting
(Continued from Page 1)
KOSNIK SEES continued
LAST YEAR'S accounting high growth in the accounting
graduates are working for
and finance department here.
such diverse employers as:
He said he hopes to keep
The Department of the
growth within ten percent, but
Treasury, The Commerce
admitted he hasn't "figured
Department, a petroleum
out a way yet.
company, the University of
"We just don't have the
Virginia,
a
clothing
faculty resources we need to
manufacturer, the City of
continue to support such a
Newport News, Wesunghouse.
high rate of growth," be said.
a local tire company, Ford
Kosnik said he has allocations
Motor Company, and several
to hire new faculty but is
junior and slaft>e^»*-''«f-_ L-IM difficulty ffawHi
Barring unforeseen
™ someone because there is,ai^r"
economic difficulties, Nardi
shortage of qualified inbelives there will be "steady"
structors.
demand
for
accounting
Although the university bad
majors.
studied the possibility of
establishing a School of AcKosnik also sees continued
counting at JMU by 1980,
high demand for accountants.
Kosnik said he doesn't think
"As demands for government,
school
acceditation
will
reporting for tax control and
materialise. "It looks like
regulatory purposes increase,
there will be a compromise
so will demand for acand the drive for an incountants," he said
dependent
school
will
However, Kosnik warns that
decrease."
The meet likely action will
accounting hist because of
be a department of accounting
demand and high paying jobs.
asperate from the finance
"Accounting
requires
a
department, he said. This
rigorous math discipline and
would achieve some of the
you need a certain personality
same results as a separate
to fit that discipline," be said.
School of Accounting such as
"You must be comfortable
independence
in setting
with math and detail, and you
curriculum, hiring faculty and
can't afford to be wrong."
administiring the department.

PUTER
WORKS!

TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OFUS...

AT OUR NEW E. MARKET ST. LOCATION

WE'VE GOT TIME ON OUR
HANDS AND WE'RE
GIVING IT
AWAYI

JUST BLOCKS FROM JMU!

MARK'S BJKE

Open Thursday and Friday Ntjhts Uatl 9.

EVER YD A YIS APPLE DA YA T
nmoi ITCQ LlinnUC ROLLING HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
LIUIT Ir U I Eft liiLinrO BrMARKlTST.tHARRlSONBURG, VA »434-l 120

get out of the city there is a
nice rural
It's a
good balance.

•TwoUp.
•CompUw Overhauls
•AcctMoiy InualaUon
•WhodWoafcJ A
(Whwkhaln, loo)

BCVCUS-MOKM
SALES AM) SOMCf
ninuxRMl mi
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Applications
Supplemental Applications
for admission to junior-level
nursing courses, Fall of 1980,
must be in the Records Office

by Feb. 1, to be considered.

Wesley foundation
Are feelings "positive" or
"negative"? How can we
handle our feelings in
responsible ways? These
questions will be discussed
6:30 p.m. Wednesday, at the
Wesley Foundation, 600 S.
Mason St David Emmeriing
of the JMU Counseling Center
will be the guest speaker.
Bible study will follow at 8
&m, continuing the study of
e Gospel of John, Chapter
14.

Phi Beta Lambda
Phi Bete Lambda will have
a meeting7:00 p.m. Thursday,
in room A206 in Harrison. All
members are encouraged to
attend.

Psychology Club
The Psychology Club will
have its first meeting at 7:00
p.m. Wednesday, in meeting
room B of the WUU. Jim
Krivoski will give a slide show
on Wholistic Health. AU interested people are invited to
attend.

Advance tickets
JMU students will be
required to pick up an advance ticket to gain admission
to the Dukes home games with
William and Mary on
February 5 and Old Dominion
University on February 9.
Advance tickets for the
William and Mary game can
be picked up from the Ticket
Office, Godwin Hall on
January 31 and February 1,
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Genesis II
Second in the six-part series
of Genesis II, an educational
Christian program, will be
held from 7:304 p.m., Feb. 3,
in Room B of the WUU. The
following parts will be held on
Feb. 24, March 9, March 16,
and March 23. For more information,
contact
Ray
Unger, ph. 4894, p.o. 2877.

LD.s for tickets
JMU full-time students will
be
admitted to
home
basketball
games
by
presenting a current, valid
I.D. card. JMU students with
a valid I.D. card may purchase one student ticket per
contest for $2 for their date or
spouse at the JMU Ticket
Office.
Students will be required to
pick up advance tickets for
admission to the Dukes home
games with William and
Mary, Feb. 5 and Old
Dominion University Feb. 9.
Advance tickets for the Feb. 5
game can be picked up at the
ticket office, Godwin Hall Jan.
31 and Feb. 1, 9a.m.-5p.m.

racnr CALCULATOR ic»t ■111 h« h*M In th.

la th* plu«t*rlua.
n.«»rt offend. Oil
_^»tth a—crtptlon.
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and Ho
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Writing lab

LSEM meeting

The writing lab offers individualized help for students
writing papers, reports or
observations, studying for
essay exams, writing resumes
or letters of application, and
preparing for the GRE, LSAT
or GMAT. For further information call Mrs. Hoskins at
6401 or stop by Sheldon 209.

The Student
Advisory
Committee of the Library
Science and Educational
Media department will meet
at 6:00 p.m., Tuesday in
Maury 101. The meeting is
open to any students with
concerns in the areas of
curriculum, instruction, or
advising. For additional information,
contact
undergraduate representatives:
Betsy Bishop (ph. 4963), Vicki
Estep (896-7432), Kimberly
Sampson (296-8646), and Kit
Watson
(434-4069),
or
graduate
representative
Elizabeth CaldweO (434-4571).

Shafer wing
Scott Shafer was the winner
of a raffle conducted by Eta
Sigma Gamma, the health
honorary. The prize was a $25
gift certificate for the purchase of las choice at 'The
Little Racquet".

New York City
The Photography program
of the JMU Department of Art
will sponsor a van trip to New
York City on Feb. 14-17.
Everyone is invited, but space
is limited with priority going
to photography students. For
additional information,
contact Michael Brodsky or
Steve Zapton in the Art Dept.

Art exhibition
An exhibition of ceramics
and photography by JMU
students will be on display at
the Artworks Gallery, 983 S.
Main St from Jan. 27-Feb. 7.
An opening reception for the
show will be held from 7-8
p.m., Jan. 28. The exhibition
will open from 12-5 p.m.,
Monday-Thursday and 4-6
p.m. Sunday.

Accounting society
The JMU Accounting Honor
Society is now accepting new
members. To qualify, you
must have completed at least
12 hours of accounting courses
with a GPA of at least 3.25.
You must also have an overall
average of 3.1 or better. If you
are interested, contact David
Mills at 4330407 or Kay
Hoffman at 433-4557.

Financial Aid
The 1980 Summer Session
and
1980-81
University
Financial Aid, Applications.
Brochures, and other required
forms are now available in the
office of Financial Aid,
Varner House, 3rd floor.
Important Reminder: Application Deadline: April 1.

~ JMU Art Dept.
The JMU Art Dept is
sponsoring the "Exposure
Time IV Annual Juried
Photography Exhibition, Feb.
U-29. Entries can be any
photographic process but aU
work must be mounted AU
work must arrive no later
than Feb. 4. The $3.00 entry
fee is payable to Exposure
Time IV for up to three entries. Identify each entry with
name, address, title, and
price. Send materials in a
sturdy, reusable package with
return postage and insurance
and enclose a self-addressed
stamped envelope to Exposure Time IV, Duke Fine
Arts
Center,
JMU,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
There will be $350 in awards.

A&P
Miller Beer 12 oz. cans Reg. #» Lite}
6pk. 1.99
Coca Cola 8 pk.

plus deposit .99

Ann Page Vegetable, Chicken
Noodle, Vegetable Beef Soup
10 oz. 4 11.00

. Men's lacrosse
The JMU Men's Lacrosse
Club will hold its first meeting
of the spring season 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday in Room A of the
WUU. Returning players m
those wishing to try out are
urged to attend this important
meeting. For further information, call Tom Kretzschmar at 5164.

Phi Mu Sinfonia
Phi Mu Sinfonia, a men's
professional fraternity of
music, invites any men that
are interested in music to
attend an open smoker 4:00
p.m., Sunday in the upstairs
lobby of Duke Fine Arts
Center. Take this opportunity
to meet other musicians.

Biology seminar
There will be a Biology
Seminar4:00p.m., Tuesday in
Burruss 314. The topic will be
"A Survey of the Vascular
Flora of Rockingham County,
Virginia.'' The speaker is
Conley McMulien, a graduate
student in the Biology Dept. of
JMU.

PsiChi
Psi Chi, the national society
for psychology majors, is now
accepting applications for
ftrajaMnbers. Requirements
are a 3.0 GPA overall with a
3.25 GPA in psychology,
completion of at least nine
hours in psychology, and a
declared major or minor in
psychology. Second semester
seniors are not eligible. Applications may be picked up in
the Office in Johnston and
should be returned to the Psi
Chi mailbox by Feb. 11.

■*gJ*gJltegfcJB
Federal Summer Internship
information on 1960 Federal
Summer Internships is posted
on the government board in
the Career Planning &
Placement office.

Zesta Saltines 1 lb. pkg.

.69

Ann Page Grape Jelly 24 oz.

.69

Peter Pan Peanut Butter
Creamy & Crunchy 18 oz. 1.29
Lay's Potato Chips 7.5 oz.

.69

Yukon Club Drinks 28 oz.
(all variety) 3 I1.00
Ann Page Frozen Pizza Cheese,
Sausage, & Pepperoni 12 oz.pkg.99
Lynden Farm 's French Fries
Reg. I Crinkle 2 lb. pkg. 2 I i.00
Kraft American Cheese Slices
16 oz. 1.79
A&P All Meat Franks lb.

1.29

Smithfield Bacon lb.

1.19

Piece Liverwurst lb.
) Chickens JZhicken Legs lb,

.69

Beale's Sausage lb. w /coupon .69
Temple & Florida Oranges 10 11.00

Relationship game
Are you interested in meeting
new people? Having dates?
The
relationship
game
provides a stuctured way to
meet people of the opposite
sex. The last two of the three
meetings will be Feb. 5 and
Feb. 12 from 7:30-8:30p.m. in
Room B of the WUU. Call the
Counseling
and
Student
Development Center at 4336552 or Bill Brannon at 4338375 to sign up.

Yellow Onions 5 lb.
Cucumbers
Lettuce

.79
4/1.00
.59
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Gorrrruters granted parking at Health Center
By LOW GWIN
Commuters can now park at
the Health Center for one
hour, due to efforts by the
Commuter Student Committee.
CSC made the request for
parking spaces as well as a
request to have the sidewalk
along J-lot concreted, at an
earlier meeting in 1979. The
request was approved by JMU
officials in May 1979.
At Tuesday's meeting, CSC
member Gary Buegnet said
he had talked with Gene
Wagner of the Physical Plant.
Wagner assured him that the

J-lot sidewalk will be concreted and sidewalks installed
in the spring as soon as the
weather is fit
Also at the meeting, Jeff
Alcott was elected as Student
Government
Association
senator. He replaces Gina
Gareri who resigned earlier
this month. Alcott previously
was appointed senator by
Robin • Lawrence,
SGA
legislative vice president.
•BUEGNET SAID that he
will introduce a proposal to
the SGA that would allow the
CSC and residence halls to

elect senators within a two
week period after receiving
notice of a vacancy.
James Dunton resigned as
editor of Scooter's News and
Mary Hogan was elected to
replace him. She said that the
newsletter will be published
today or Monday, and urged
anyone with contributions to
talk with her.
Kathy Watson was elected
as CSC social coordinator.
Chairman Jeff French set up a
committee to examine the
organization's
constitution
and to make up recommendations for revisions.

CSC also is looking into the
road access being constructed
between Cantrell Avenue and

J-lot and into possible repairs
of potholes along the railroad
track and J-lot.

Student loans unpaid
In accordance with the
requirements established for
the Emergency Student Loan
Fund, those students who
have not repaid their loans
within 45 days will have their
names printed in The Breese.
The following students have
overdue loans: Brooks L.
Bosnian, Linda Jean Cadden,
John Fiedorowicz, George

Hubler,
Thomas
Kahn,
Patrick Keasing, Bury Kostls,
Michael W. Mason, Wayne
Steven Miller, Scott S. Moore,
David Palmer, John Porter,
Kenneth Silverster, Allen
Simmons,
Frances
Singletary, John C. Sonnett,
Georgia Stelhito,
James
Stewart, Daniel Tobin.

Seautiftd downtown
JCarrisonBurg
Shenandoah's Valley's
Financial District

Rockinqham
National Bank
United Virginia
Bank
Valley
National Bank

We offer you, the customer,
a solid business attitude that
is here today & here tomorrow with commitments made
to protect you and your
business through service oriented,
innovative people experienced in solving
^complex money problems by pjovidigg a full
range of financial services:

Virginia
National Bank
American Federal
Savings and Loan
Old Dominion
Savings and Loan
Rockinqham
Savings and Loan1
American Finance

• Savings
•Loans: Home
• Checking
Commercial
•Trust
Auto
•Stocks and Bonds »Safe Deposit Boxes

Beneficial Finance
Valley
Finance Service
Branch Cabe1r& Co.

Downtown Harrisonburg, the Valley's
financial center, is designed to meet
yourspecific needs and objectives.
Visit All Our 250 Downtown Stores And Services
Browse in a relaxed, enjoyable atmosphere of friendly
service, variety and the finest qualityjnerchandise all found
in downtown Harrisonburg.
Sponsored by Downtown Retail Merchants Association
.•-•.

»•-,»«..

• «,, f ■«,« »■»**>.%< ***•»•* «,**^a»'!

■Wl

1

Wheat
First Securities

*?
V
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Mini-mall
Court Square Village is drawing customers back downtown
By TERESA CAVINES8
Court Square Village is
making
its
mark
in
Harrisonburg, offering
variety and convenience to
customers.
. wn
Located in the old J.C.
Penney building on the Court
Square, the mini-mail lures
shoppers with the uniqueness
that is common to all of the
businesses there. The minimall houses nine stores, a
lounge and one restaurant.
The owners of this minimall, Robert Adams and Jane
Buchanan, had been planning
a natural-foods restaurant for
several years. They met at the
Naval Academy as members
of the class of 1973.
Adams and Buchanan were
enrolled in the Masters of
Business
Administration
program at James Madison
University while scouting the
area for a suitable site for
their restaurant The two
joined with Warren Denton,
lessor of the building, to make
Denton's mini-mall and their
own restaurant a reality.
TWO NEWLY opened shops
there are Casablanca and The
Bride's House. Casablanca
caters
to
the
more
sophisticated
taste
in
Women's fashion and the
prices reflect this trend. The
shop consists of two levels of
quality and name brand
clothing and accesories.
The Bride's House is a
speciality shop divided into
different sections, each a
separate room featuring
different needs for the brideto-be. The.shop offers not only
wedding gowns and accessories, but also wedding
portraits and dried flower

arrangements.
Across from the Brides
House is the Barcelona Nut
Shop, a small store on the
corner that entices shoppers
with its fresh nuts and homemade peanut butter.
Also located on the lower
level is Village Clayworks, a
specialty shop offering handthrown pottery. Requests for
special items are accepted by
the
manager,
Audrey
Thompson. Next to the pottery
shop is the Yarn Shop, which
fea hires a complete selection
of yarn and craft accessories.
Upstairs,
across from
Casablanca, is the Gift
Gallery, The Gift Gallery
offers imported, antique and
handmade articles, ranging
from games to dolls to wooden
cabinets, Clocks, handmade
locally, as well as jewelry are
also featured in the shop.
NEXT DOOR, the Packing
Crate, is a showplace for both
imported and focal art, according to manager Larry
Shifflet. Other products include different types of
plexiglass items, as well as
imported
European
oil
Middle Earth is located
behind the Packing Crate and
features various kinds of
plants and plant supplies.
On the upper level is Full
Tilt Haircutters.
At Full Tilt, the customer
can get a manicure, massage,
shower, and use of a v acussi
whirlpool. The facility also
has a hair analyzer that shows
the customer the type and
condition
of
his hair.
Analyzing the hair aids in
treatment and styling.
Eden Restaurant, which has

College
Graduates

I '

Photo by Mark Thompson

a natural atmosphere to complement the food.
DINERS AT The Eden restaurant are relaxed
The restaurant Is in Court Square Village.
by the cool greenery and fountain which give it
Restaurant's atmosphere is as
been open less than six
while shopping. The lounge is
months, provide* atmosphere
much a part of its success as
located above the restaurant
for a well-balanced meal.
the food it offers. Diners are
and overlooks the entrance to
Be it lunch or dinner, Eden
relaxed by the cool greenery
the mini-mall.
Restaurant can cater to those
and the fountain which give
With plenty of room for
the restaurant its natural
expansion, the mini-mall is
who just want to grab a quick
look.
slowly
working
toward
bite or to those who want to
This summer, a lounge and
linger over a full evening oi
drawing customers back to
bar were added to the
shopping downtown, a condining pleasure.
restaurant giving customers
THE ONLY ONE of its kind
cern of downtown merchants
yet another place to relax
in
Harrisonburg,
Eden
because ot Valley Mall.

■
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BECOME A LAWYERS ASSISTANT.
• Program approved by American Bar Association.
• Day or Evening classes available.
• Employment assistance.

"v.

Presents

A Representative from The National Center lor Paralegal
Training's Lawyer's Assistant Program will be on campus on
Monday, Feb. 11, from 9:00 a.m. -12:00 noon at ttte Placement OtHce to meet Interested students. For more Information
contact the Placement Office or The National Center for
Paralegal Training. 3376 PeachUee Road. NE. Suite 430,
Atlanta, Georgia 30329, (404)-299-1090.
-'■

f*wrl

Please send me information about a career as a lawyer's
assistant.
Name

DSUMMER DAY
June 12 ■ Sept. 9

DSPRING EVE
Much 18 - Sept. 20

OFALL DAY
Sept. 18 Dec 16

DFALLEVE
Oct. 21 - May 9

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING
3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326

404/266-1060
\
» / 4

<•> • ' f r«

I

every Thurs. Night

Featuring live entertainment

Phone

OSPRING DAY
Fab. 11 -May9

STUDENT NIGHT

$1.50 all night long W/ID

Zip

.State

S i?

SPLINTER
»

formerly High & Mighty

Doors open 7:30 U.S. 11 South
For info call 433-1113
.s*iiBMaaa>rMti*3*\t.WASJ>&J>***^*™>™*** »• • '»»* ■ *«■ * ' .,.'
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Implementation of campus enargycontest delayed
By TERRI MALONEY
Determining an impartial,
effective contest and awatd
that would be acceptable to
students has delayed the
implementation of a campus
energy conservation contest
here.
The
James
Madison
University
Energy
Conservation Commission began
asking for award and contest
suggestions after their Nov. 27

meeting when they discussed
the contest. A questionnaire
concerning the contest's
award was also distributed
during
Spring
semester
registration.
In
the
questionnaires,
"everything imaginable was
suggested," according to Jim
Auckland,
JMU
energy
conservation director.
Students asked most often for
free gas and for monetary
awards.

Although JMU President
Ronald Carrier supports the
contest idea and has indicated
he will come up with
monetary funds, there is still a
problem with determining
who can participate in the
contest, Auckland said.
Since dormitories in the
bluestone area are heated by
the main power plant, their
energy usage can not be
measured. "So, a dorm
contest is inherently unfair to

those on front campus," he
said. A contest also would be
unfair to commuters and to
students who live in the
university-owned apartments,
where energy also cannot be
measured.
A suggestion given at
registration was to challenge
one or more colleges in the
area to see which school could
conserve the most energy.
Although the type of award
still would be undetermined, a
solution would probably be
easier to find for this kind of
contest, Auckland said.
One award suggestion being
considered by the Energy
Conservation Commission is
to sponsor a concert for the
schools involved to be held on
the campus of the school
conserving the most energy,

which would be fairer than
giving monetary award*,
Auckland said.
Auckland suggested
competing with the Universify
of Virginia, Blue Ridge
Community College, and
Virginia Tech. A natural
rivalry between students on
the different campuses may
generate more interest, he
said.
"Our biggest problem is a
lack of awareness." Perhaps
this type of contest and prize
would generate enough interest to make the program
work, he added.
The Student Government
Association currently has its
own bill pending to determine
the type of energy conservation contest and award.

National Public Radio
observes black history

Ac the firrt of tki qnat American premium 6reu*r$, the
Pa%t Brewina Comjwm, kac ionq yidpo1 that it5 fcerc an
^thehiahejt quality.
Jhi5 quality ctemc from an xtnboktn tradition of pride
ant 5(uft in trtwinq tkat onainaUJ in Milwaukee in 1844.
We ntw compromise with the Grewina proceff. Ourbeerc
are naturailu CrW to time- nonord jWanlj.We ua ontu
the finect of product5 of Nature^ few*j. Our quality ic
conyictent with the highe^ Crewina standards available.
Dhe Paoct Blue Riooon iaStl oe^ txyrttftf ""Pa^t

pledae of quality -"JW*> 0^^ F^E^gf™

National Public Radio will
be observing Black History
Month in February with a
variety of special programs,
including a tribute to ragtime
pianist-composer
Eubie
Blake, a four-part oral history
of life in Atlanta between the
wars, and exclusive interviews with Eartha Kitt,
and author-poet Alice Walker.
These programs will be
broadcast on National Public
Radio
member
station
WMRA. .
"NPR's 1980 observance of
Black History Month is intended as a catalyst for yearround attention and sensitivity to the contributions of
black men and women not
only throughout American
History, but also in contemporary times," says NPR
President Frank Mankiewicz.
On February 8 at 6:30 p.m.,
"Horizons"
will
present
"Eartha Kitt: A Struggle for
Stardom." In a sensitive and
poignant account of her life,
Eartha Kitt speaks candidly
about her early years in the
South and in Harlem, her
struggles, overnight successes, stardom, and her
determination to succeed.
"Horizons" will feature "A
Celebration of Black Women

in Literature: Alice Walker,"
at 6:30 p.m.
Meridian,
Walker's sixth novel, portrays
the story of one woman's
pilgrimage to free herself
from the guilt of the past, is
presented as a documentary
dramatization with discussion
by the author.
On February 22 at 6:30 p.m.,
"Horizons" will present a
program called "Black Press:
Viable, Reliable, or Dead?"
Discussion will focus on the
history, development and
current problems of the Black
"Horizons", on February 29
at 6:30 p.m., will feature
"Black Women in the
Women's Movement." Angela
Davis, radical and professor
at San Francisco State
University; Margaret Sloan,
founder of the Black Feminist
Network; and Frankie Jacobs
Gillette, Vice President of the
National Association of Negro
Business and Professional
Women, discuss what it is like
to'be involved in a movement
mat has been characterized as
white middle class.
Other selected features,
musk performances, and
short
documentaries
to
commemorate Black History
Month will also be heard in
February.

Logo contest wimersslected
We therefore fcUeve that Pa^t iu*f navi no pur in the
u/orlo4 of orewin5. Jhuc we can promise that even, pottle,
can and barrel of Paty if of the n\qnu\ quality. Jhici5
the Pao> Brtwlna Company'* jnedae to the beer oVinker of
the world:

GAMBVS MST.

NT. CRAWFORD

Linda Green has been
named the winner of the
School of Fine Arts and
Communication Logo contest.
The contest was conducted
last semester with a $100
award for first place. Her
design was chosen from 32

entries by Dennis Ichiyama,
associate professor of graphic
design at Wichita State
University.
The logo will be used on all
publications
relating
to
various departmental activities within the school.

SCHOOL OF Fin€ ARTS

flnD communication

V
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Comer
named

to SACS
James Madison University
President Ronald E. Carrier
has been named to the
Commission on Colleges of the
Southern
Association
of
Colleges and Schools (SACS).
SACS is the regional accreditation
agency
for
colleges, universities and
secondary schools.

*

The
Commission
on
Colleges of SACS is
sible for developing guide
for accreditation of collei
and universities and for
setting
up
evaluation
procedures.
Carrier will serve a threeyear term on the commission.
The association includes
public and private colleges
and universities in Virginia,
Mississippi, Texas, Florida,
Georgia, Tennessee, Norm
Carolina, South Carolina.
Kentucky, Alabama and
Louisiana.

RESIDENTS OF WAYLAND HALL gather In the dormitory's
basement to celebrate the birthday of their favorite "General

Debaters win awards
Five
James
Madison
University debate teams
combined to win several
awards at the Second Annual
George Mason University
Debate Tournament held Jan.
8-20.
In the varsity division, the
team of Steve Holsinger and
John Humphries advanced to
the semi-finals with a 6-2
record, the best of the 26
vanity teams competing.
Kit Brechtelsbauer ana Jim'
Ishee compiled a 5-3 record
ranking them eighth and
placing mem in quarterfinals. Their rank, however,
pitted them against the team
of Holsinger and Humphries
who advanced to the semifinals by virtue of their better
preliminary record
♦V

INTRODUCING

Humphries won the award
as second place speaker,
while Holsinger was sixth best
speaker.
In the junior varsity
division, the team of Shelly
James and Jerome Strum
advanced to semi-finals with a
6-2 record in their preliminary
rounds. Strum won the award
as third best speaker while
James took fourth.
A second team of Jean
Dehart and Dane Butswinkas
finished with a 4-4 record.
Butswinkas wasthe ninth best
speaker in the junior varsity
division.
JMU was the only school to
have a team in semi-finals in
both divisions. 62 teams from
25 schools competed at the
tournament.

SOUJHHAAAPTON
COIN LAUNDRY

•

Hospital" soap opera star. The glrh dressed like various
%
characters In the television serial.

GARDEN FRESH

Salad
All you can eat
for
only

>:*»+

Now Wendy's has all of
your salad favorites.
served cri6p. cold ariddelicious Plus six
delectable dressings

'

Tired of waiting in line for your
dorm's washer ? Come to
Southampton and end your wait.
1425S.Main 434-5260
—X
PREPARE FOR:

1 1?

MCATUTLSAT-BMaT^
6RE-6RE PSYCH 6REBI0

iw-Kff-m-iur-sflr
NMBI.H. DIECFM6FLEX- VQE
NDBI,D*NPBI«NLE
Flmlbto Programs 1 Hours

*

¥I$H Any Center And Sea for Your—It
. Why W Make The Dffference
(WUIH4U

J001 W. Broad St. Svltt 17
Richmond. VA 2St»

1

'

^A ttmrnMu

fBT
■■■■ ■*■■*
P
tOUCATONAL CfMTtR
01 ■ TttT MMMMTKM

SPRING MCAT
LSAT CLASSES IN
CHARLOTTESVILLE!

•BBUDDIUOS.
>.*».*» mmmmlmmm*UB**nnr-

Route 33 Eo.t
Hurnsonbu; 9
VAri'.'iV.w.'iWJiu>ii»i' >mt*rfmi*itmm»mi.m'tar^mm'\mi •
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A brief look at what's happening around the natbn, around the world

Prison sex

Datsun sued

RICHMOND (AP) -Virginia State penitentiary
inmates reportedly have had reeSrmS
relaUons with wives and girlfriends as guarcb
stood by despite a ban on such activirV
The Roanoke Times and World News
reported Sunday that sexual activity between
mmates and wfves or girlfriends ^SSnlS
m,ta ions an
SfiXfiS
<* ^ Prison functions
when guards are in the sameVoom
At least one inmate—Frank DeWease-has

Commonwealth's Attorney J. Patrick
Greaybeal wjthout hands, said he knows of
oge^penitenttary inmates who have f" ttleVed
Conjugal visits are forbidden by prison
warded Jam«
Mitehelliconceded, "Ithappens, apparently"
J^L*'™*^***
^be'enP veiyTell
pfat cw le
tSS&SPJK"*??
P <* years,"
8 1 te
SESS^Pi
!*""*
*«
P*
"
making
low-key effort to prevent ft.
^^ a
Couples have said the most sexual activity
occurs at functions held several times a month
m the prison mess hall.
The sexual activity at those functions usually
occurs under tables with sheets hung oveimpajer PnVaCy> DeWease **« the
K&TISLHIPf.nitentiary

Juvenile rapes, then escapes
PETERSBURG (AP)- Police are searching for
two juvenile patients, one of them charged in
the rape and slaying of- his half-sister, who
escaped from Central State Hospital here.
Two other juveniles who also escaped
Wednesday night were recaptured not long
after the breakout, which authorities say occurred between 10 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
Randy Lynn Elliot, 15, charged in the October slaying of his half-sister in Hanover '
County, and Ronald Keys, 16, charged with
breaking and entering, remained at large.
One of the captured escapees—Ronald
Ciccia, 15, of Hampton—was recaptured on an
overpass on the hospital grounds, police said.
The other escapee, who was not identified,
was taken into custody shortly after midnight
behind a tobacco warehouse here.

.• £Z||

Virginia man electrocuted

NORFOLK (AP). • Nissan Motore, maker of
Datsun automobiles, has been sued for $2
million as the result of a 1972 station wagon
accident in which one person was killed and
three were injured.
A lawyer for Nissan said the case is the first
of its kind in either the United States or Japan,
home of Nissan's parent company.
The suits, filed in Norfolk Circuit Court
recently by the survivors, say the car was
struck in the rear near the gas tank, exploded
and burned, spraying the passengers with
flaming gasoline.
William P. Williams, the passengers'
lawyer, said the gasoline tank was connected
to the gas cap by a flexible rubber hose.
In the crash, he said, a fiberglass barrier
separating the gas hose from the passengers
broke away, the hose ruptured and gasoline
was spewed into the passenger cabin.
The suit claim the hose and fiberboard
assembly were inadequate to withstand a
collision and that alleged defect exists only on
Datsun wagons of the same vintage.
Nissan claims the injuries were caused by
the force of the collision, not by defects in the
car.
i

Woman extorts $750,000
ALEXANDRIA <AP) - The Securities and
Exchange Commission has charged a Great
Falls, Va., businessman with cheating at least
55 Washington area clients out of more than
1750,000 in a real estate and securities investment program.
According to papers filed in federal court in
Alexandria, one of those allegedly billed by
Thomas J. Ball and his company, Tom Ball &
Associates, was a former American POW who
lost over five years back pay and interest he
had earned while a prisoner in Vietnam
The SEC complaint charges Ball with a
series of securities registration and disclosure
law violations. The SEC further charges that
Ball used investors' money to purchase
property for his wife, his own vacations
mortgage payments and the purchase of two
personal vehicles.
Attempts to reach Ball were unsuccessful
The SEC is seeking a preliminary and
permanent injunction against Ball and asks
the court for a freeze of Ball's assets

MARION (AP) . A Marion man was electrocuted in a construction accident in the Dry
Fork area of Smyth County, police say
The man was identified as Robert La mon
Hale Jr., 35. Police said he was an employee of
Vanderpool Electric Co. in Kingsport Tena
Sheriffs deputies said Hale and two coworkers were erecting power poles about 14
miles southwest of Marion Thursday morning
when the victim went to measure a length <2
cable with a steel tape.
Witnesses told police the wind blew the tape
into contact with a power line carrying 7,200
volts.
Hale was taken to Smyth County Community
Hospital by his co-workers. He was dead on
arrival, hospital officials said.

Dalton defends gas tax
HOT SPRINGS (AP) ^John Dalton, making
another pitch for a 4-cent increase in Virginia's
gasoline tax, says it would only, fund a road
program "that is far less than what is considered minimum'' by highway officials
In a speech to the Association of General
Contractors of Virginia here Saturday night
Dalton repeated a pitch for the tax he had
made Friday to the General Assembly finance
committees.
Dalton began plugging for a 13-cent tax on
each gallon of gas after an earlier effort to win
a 4 percent sales tax on wholesale gas prices
ran into legislative opposition. That proposal
would have increased the per-gallon price by
more than 4 cents once wholesale prices rose
above $1.
But so far, little support has been voiced for
a 4-cent increase in the existing 9-cent tax
Dalton told the contractors the state must
come up with at least $12 million by Sept 30 or
risk losing $1.7 billion in federal funds for
northern Virginia's subway system.
Furthermore, said Dalton, "we are not
talking about a network of new highways
across Virginia. We are talking about a
program that is far less than what is considered minimum by our highway and transportation commission"
The tax increase is needed, be said, because
Virginians are using less gasoline and inflation
is driving up the cost of road construction
materials.
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. Werner's

Party Package Store
915 South High St 434-6895
Notary Service
Jill Werner JMU Campus Rep.
MICHELOB 'World's Finest'
2.29
MILLER HIGH LIFE & LITE - 'Miller Time'1.99
BUDWEISER 'Longnecks Bar Bottles (24) 6.99
STROH'S Longnecks - 'ftalf Quarts' (24) 6.99
PABST BLUE RIBBON Longnecks (24) 5.89
MOOSEHEAD Canadian Import 6 pk bottles 2.99

Cheese-

-4.D0

1 Topping

-4 75--

2 Toppings

5.50-

12.95

Turn in kegs, tubs, & pumps for ready cash!
Shop & save at Party Package Store
Compare Prices

175

4.25

3.25

-5.

75
4.25

3 Toppings (or more)-

i

50* Off Any Pi*za
with coupon Offer expires
Feb. 28

i

[

STEAK SUBS $1.70 plus extra for topping
CIRO'8 EASY CARRY OUT
77f E. Market
Tuesday-Thurs. 11:00-12:00
Friday, Saturday & Monday 11:00-1.00am
WWK*M9M«~

■

—3.50

$.55 a slice (plus .15 a topping)

KEG ROOM SPECIALS
PABST BLUE RIBBON Kegs 7% gals.

New York Style Pizza
• Best Prices in Town* •
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Debris blitzkriegs WUUballroom
By MARK SUTTON
In front of 400 rabid fans
Saturday
night,
Debris
gleefully shed the title of
JMU's top punk band, pummeled it into submission, and
emerged as JMU's top band,
period.
Jim White, Kevin O'Hare,
Jack Graf, Mike High, Drew
Gardner, and Tom Robinson
delivered three sets of scorching, fast paced new wave
rock to an audience that was
up and dancing early and in
force.
Individually and collectively,
Debris
pushed
themselves precariously close
to exhaustion on every
number. The band was
remarkably tight, giving their
all on every selection played.
Lead vocalist Jim White
was the focal point of all the
madness and pent-up energy
let loose on this night.
Bouncing around the stage
like a hyperactive marionette,
he delivered the strongest
performance
that
this
reviewer has seen him give
since the band was formed one
year ago.
..GUITARISTS GRAF AND
O'HARE
sledgehammered
their way through the show,
slamming riffs and chords to
the back of the hall with
gleeful abandon.

Bassist Mike High and
drummer Drew Gardner
provided the solid support
necessary for Grafs and
O'Hare's guitar blitzkriegs.
Together, they held down the
. backbeat. and played their
assigned roll of rhythm
section shock troops to the
hilt.
Tom Robinson, the band's
semi-resident enigma, livened
up the proceedings with occasional synthesizer fills. On
those songs when he wasn't
playing, he provided a visual
counterpoint to the rest of the
band, as he mugged his way
through backing vocals. With
his
black
horn-rimmed
spectacles, crew cut, and
doctor's coat, he looked like
something straight off an
"Are we not men?" Devo
promotional poster.
The band's final set was the
highlight of an already ex
cellant show. At this time,
Debris brought out a series of
what they called "Trash
Rock" numbers, ranging
through "It's My Party,"
"The Beat Goes On," "These
Boots Were Made For
Walkin'," and "Laugh at Me."
.. THIS SET more than any
other, demonstrated one of
Debris' particular strong

points—the ability they have
to take songs from obscure
sources and make them their
own. Freed from the constraints of having people say
"they're not doing that right,
the band can doctor tunes to
their liking, making them fit
their own guitar dominated
style.
Even when they get their
material from famous groups,
Debris will reach for the more
obscure numbers. From the
Beatles comes the overlooked
classic "I'm Down." From the
Rampnes they get "Blitzkrieg
Bop* and "I Wanna Be Your
Boyfriend." In lieu of original
material, this is a very intellegent policy to pursue.
But above all else, this show
was a family affiar. Mike
High's parents were there,
and Drew Gardner's and
Kevin O'Hare's brothers each
made the show. Between sets,
friends of the band, people
who had
loaned them
equipment in the early days,
most of the ex-members of
White Noise, and general well
wishers came backstage to
congratulate the band on a job
well done, or just to have a
word with them. For all involved, it was truly a joyous
night

'*-

Debris
i

DEBRIS SLAYED an audience of more than
400 in their first performance of 1980 Saturday
night. PHOTOS, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:Keyboardist Tom Robinson watches the

photos by Mark Sutton

show attentivly between backing vocals.
Vocalist Jim White does his Iggy Pop imitation
on "Fun Time." DrummerDrew Gardner
smashes into his kit during the second set of
the night.

v
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Sea Level:
By MIKE SHUTTY
With hardly a word to the
voracious audience, Sea Level
quietly filed on stage, fired up
an ominous wall of amplifiers
and delievered a spicy
southern dose of rock, rhythm
and blues, and funk, much in
the Allman Brothers' tradiiton
in Wilson Hall Friday night.
At its best, Sea Level was
characterized by its rash use
of guitars; this was evident
from the very beginning as the
Fender duo, Jimmy Nails and
Davis Causey, claimed center
stage, trading off beefed-up
Allman Brothers' licks and
double stops in a parody of the
early Filmore days.
Causey sported a vest, pinstriped shirt, and a white
slicker's hat adjusted low over
his wire rim glasses. Packing •
an early 50s Telecaster with a
crumpled dollar bill stuffed in
the headstock, he was indeed,
the gangster of southern rock.
His accomplice, Jimmy
Nails, hid behind reflective
shades while his fingers
danced swiftly and precisely
over the fingerboard of his
stained and abused Fenderthe impact was primal and
addictive.
THE TINNY-TUBE sound
they
produced
was
penetrating; the sustain incredibly smooth and clear.
Their technique of Juxtaposing leads,
simultaneoulsy blending the
tonality of their guitars into
melodic Altaian-style
passages was effective and
well received, although not
actually
original.
This
spontaneity emerged as the
band's strongest point.
"Playing live is the biggest
thrill, any musician can tell

sions in Wilson

you that," lead vocalist and
keyboardist Chuck Leavell
explained. "To me, the
biggest thrill is when you have
interplay. One of us will do a
lick, then it does something to
me and I'll answer him and
then everybody gets into it
and within a span of about sue
seconds everyone has communicated without saying a
word."
Sea Level is a synthesis of
many musical styles; they
prefer not to be categorized
under any one label-as bassist
Lamar Williams commented,
"we are a 'music' band." The
songs
are
deliberately
structured in such a way to
allow each member the
freedom to improvise and
exploit his own musical ideas
he said.
"I make it a personal thing
every night to try and do
something different We all do
this just to keep freshness-it's
an unwritten law," Leavell
added.
THIS FREEDOM, perhaps
overextended, caused some
tunes to appear poorly
defined. Except for a Tew
powerful
chromatic
resolutions, it was often difficult to tell when one song
was beginning and another
was ending. The result was a
confusing and
perpetual
medley, interspersed with
diverse
solos
and
experimental digressions into
reverberation and feedback.
At times it resembled a
chaotic jam where everyone
did their own thing. The poor
accoustics in Wilson Hall only
served to muddle further the
diffuse mesh of sound.
"I like to see people take a
damn chance," Leavell ex-

plained, "stick your neck outsometimes you make it,
sometimes not; I do it every
night. I feel excited, tense,
and everything else on stage;
you work for that bonus of
relief when you do something
good on stage-it's like
ejaculation; you climax in a'
certain run and when it's overwith you go ahhhh."
The
rhythm
section
promised a powerful, omnipresent foundation for the
band's musical explorations.
Drummer Joe English and
percussionist Matt Greeley
intertwined complimentary
and often syncopated beats
while
bassist
Williams
pounded out a soulish blend of
funk patterns.
About midway through the
show, drummer English
departed on a vigorous solo,
hammering
his
drums
punitively in a sadistic fashion
until he dropped one of his
drumsticks. The ensuing
pause was unnecessarily long
and disappointing. It was
these odd pauses that helped
confuse the organization of the
songs and had a disasterous
effect to the flow of the concert in general.
Chuck Leavell explains his
difficulties with audiences and
his philosophy towards them.
"Our weakest point is
communciating with the
audience. I do it best by just
playing
and
singing-Vm
uneasy trying to relate between songs. If a performer
iust gets up there and it looks
like he's sleepwalking, then I
think that intrigues the
audience enough so that
they're sleepwalking too-they
forget about everything else/'
The concert ended quickly;
it was a short show and
probably for the better.

Sea Level
SEA LEVEL ENTERTAINS a Wilson Hall
audience Friday night. ABOVE: Guitarist
Davis Causey,"a true gangster of southern
rock 'BOTTOM RIGHT: Jimmy Nails rips out

a lead run. He and Causey fought a guitar
battle that lasted throughout the show.TOP
RIGHT:For Chuck Leavell, doing something
good on stage is rather like climax.

photos by Joe Schnecherhwgerffimw*
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Dance department hosts guest choreographer
By LOIS GREEN
"A very good dancer is an
absolutely superb athlete,'
said a visiting choreographer
for the JMU Dance Ensemble
Tibor Laszlo Zana visited
JMU
Jan.
23-26
to
choreograph a dance for the
JMU Dance Ensemble which
will be performed on March 15
as a prelude to the Spring Fine
Arts Festival.
During the Fine Arts Week,
Zana wfll conduct workshops
in television and dance.
He gets the same thrill out
of watching a basketball
player or a nigh jumper that
he gets out of watching a good
dancer, said the Hungarian
native.
Zana came to the United
States in 1959 after dancing
professionally from the ages
of 16 to 20 in Hungary. He
graduated
from
Carroll
College, Waukesha, Wis., in
1961 with a bachelor's degree
in theater.
In 1984 he received his
master's degree in television
production and direction from
the University of Wisconsin.

He was hired as an instructor
for the department of physical
education at the University of
Wisconsin in 1964 and is now a
professor.
Zana founded the Wisconsin
Ballet Company in 1961 which
he directed until he resigned
in 1975. Zana said this company was originally "a
regional ballet company and
has grown into a unionized
professional company."
Zana and his wife Bess also
direct the Madison School of
Ballet. They teach ballet to
students ages seven and up.
Many of their students have
been placed in such schools or
companies as the American
Ballet Theater of the Boston
Ballet, said Zana.
He became interested in
dance when he was thirteen,
he said. He enjoyed watching
mere
dancers
become
superior athletes, Zana said.
"I thought it would be interesting and challenging to
try and master it."
In lecture demonstrations
he has reached over a half a
million people, he said. He has

lectured groups from "the
kindergarten to college level,
from church groups to
maximum security prisons."
he said.
To these groups he said he
has "tried to emphasize the
relationship between dance
and athletics. I have tried to
show and prove to the
audience they really know a
great deal about dance. I tried
to show they can see the
beauty whether trained in
dance or not."
Choreography is more of a
process than a result, he said.
He does not just create pieces,
he said. He compared himself
to an auto mechanic doing a
fine tune-up, saying "I just
happen to tune-up bodies."
Not only does he work with
dancers, but he has also
worked with professional and
amateur
athletes
"by
designing warm up exercises
or methods to prepare them
better for their own sportsfrom football to hockey to free
exercise." he said.
Zana said he tries to incorporate
his
television

Zana works with dancers in demonstrating techniques.
background into dance. He
has taught courses
in
choreography for television on
three different levels.
Zana has produced two onehalf hour chroma-key ballets
for the Public Broadcasting
System and received several
National Endowments for the

Arts awards, he said.
Television is "a medium
that people watch a great
deal. I can teach our students
to present and dance on
television. By knowing its
strengths and weaknesses we
can build a larger audience
for dance," Zana said.

Photography gallery opens

Photo by Maria Groti

Visiting choreographer Tibor Zana designed a number for the JMU Dance Ensemble last week.

By JENNIFER YOUNG
Michael Brodsky, an art
teacher here has been
awarded a $1000 grant by the
School of Fine Arts and
Communication to open the
New Image Gallery. The
gallery, devoted entirely to
contemporary photography
by ' nationally recognized
artists, is located in Zirkle
House on South Main Street.
Brodsky formulated the
gallery because "for . a
university this size, JMU has
surprisingly few cultural
resources," he said. "This is
an attempt to alleviate this
problem.
, ,
_, .
Suzanne Horning s work is
now being shown through Feb.
2. Homing was a close friend
of Brodsky in Santa Cruz,
California who died at 25 from
cancer. She was known for her
collection of photo post cards,
and her works exhibited are
color photographs done by a
mickey-matic camera during
the last four months before

her death.
The other artists are John
Divola, who repaints old
abandoned houses in a conceptual way and photographs
them; Larry Clark, who
photographed drug addicts in
a documentary style; JoAnn
Callis, who sets up erotic
images
photographed
in
color; Jamie Odgers, a
commercial
artist
who
designed the Fleetwood Mac
album, Tusk;
and. Hal
Fischer, an art critic for
Artforum and Art Week
magazines, who photographed
gay stereotypes.
Brodsky was pleased to
"bring high quality art to
Virginia, since most of the art
is in Los Angeles and New
York."
"In
exhibiting
here
photographic work currently
in New York City, we are
bringing Virginia up to the
level of the art world,"
Brodsky said.

Guitarists highlight
student talent show
By TOM KINNAHAN
The room was slightly chilly
and the walls were bare, but
that didn't daunt the performers of the capacity crowd
at the Student Talent Night in
Chandler Hall Saturday night.

Pitt's easy-mannered humor
was more than enough to
compensate
for
some
forgotten lines. Marshall
provided some fine back-up
guitar and then turned in sol
renditions of popular tunes
like Poco's "Crazy Love."

Local
musicians
Ron
Gentry and Eric Vetterick
Karl Stoll and Paul
were the first to take the
Schiminger rounded out the
stage. Gentry's pleasant voice
show* with some sharp guitar
and acoustic guitar blended
and banjo playing on "pickin
well with Vetterick's smooth
and grinnin" numbers like
electric runs on numbers by
"Foggy Mountain BreakJames Taylor and Neil Young,
down" and "Deliverance."
as well as some original tunes.
Next was an acoustic set
The all-student show was
from Robby Pitt and Kevin
held in Maxims (alias
Marshall, two guitarists on
Chandler Hall Gameroom)
loan from the bluegrass band
which is slated for more
Cornerstome. Most of the
Student Talent Night vthis
material was drawn from
\t-% »a ta
John Prine's early work, and. •.year." .•>*•»'..

Photo oy B«f»v Pardua

. GUITARISTSi left to right). Kevin Marsbalr B9
-and Robby Pitt entertame* at the student

talent show in the Chandler Hall gameroom,
Saturday night.

....
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Dukes hold off surprisingGeorge Mason, 68-66
By DAVID HERRELL
In a game most thought
would be a tune up for Old
Dominion, James Madison
University
squeaked
by
George Mason, 68-66, in a
lackluster
home
effort
Saturday night.

The Dukes, up by as many
as seven points in the first
half, were unable to put the
Patriots away. GMU proved
to be a formidable opponent
for the under-the-weather
Dukes.
The key to the game for

JMU was the defensive
pressure that Steve Blackmon
Kit on Mason forward Terry
enderson. Henderson had
averaged over 25 points in his
last five games, but with
Blackmon hounding him all
night he was held to just 14
Kints on sue of 14 shooting
>m the floor.

came at key times during the
contest.
Both teams started the
game slowly, but the pace
picked up as they got into their
offenses. When Steve Stielper
hit a short jumper with 2:52
left in the first, half to give
JMU a 35-28 lead, it appeared
as if the Patriots were going to

In the first half, JMU shot 52
percent from the floor to just
43 percent for GMU. So, the
Patriots knew with a little
better shot selection and more
patience they could get right
back into it
With Mason working the
ball into their big center
Andre Gaddy, they started

'GMU proved to be a formidable opponent for the under-the-weather
Lktke&The Ebkes were unable to put the Patriots away.'
Although the Dukes played
a tremendous game on the
defensive end of the floor, they
played conversely on the
offensive end. They did shoot
a respectable 48 percent from
the floor, but the ball
movement just wasn't there.
The over passing and forced
passes committed by the
Dukes enabled GMU to stay in
the game. For the game the
Dukes had 16 turnovers, which

be in for a long night
However, as in the past, the
turnovers began to pop up.
First an errant pass which
GMU converted* to make it 3530, then after a Jeff Inman
hoop the Dukes lost the ball
the next two times downcourt.
On both occasions the Patriots
converted and went into the
locker room at half time down
by just three, 37-34.

edging back at the Dukes.
They finally caught up at 43-43
when Henderson hit a threepoint play with 16:46 left in the
game..
Guards Steve Pearson and
Anthony Foreman continued
to hit Gaddy on the low post,
and the Patriots remained
close. With JMU up 51-48,
Gaddy fired in a short jumper
(Continued on Page 16)

fttofo by Jot SdyMcfcantmrgor

THE DUKES' GUARD JEFF INMAN stretches to avoid George
Mason defenders in JMU's narrow 6846 victory.Ther Patriots
used a tight man-toman defense most of the night to hold the
Dukes
'

-■■*

Meadows leads JMU
past Norfolk, 81-63
NORFOLK-James
Madison University's freshman center Deana Meadows
scored a career-high 21 points
Saturday to lead the women's
basketball team to an 81-63
conference win over Norfolk
State.
The win. the Duchesses'
fourth straight, upped JMU's
record to 9-7 overall and 3-6 in
the Virginia Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women. JMU is tied with
nationally-ranked Old
Dominion for first place in the
conference.
Norfolk State fell to 54
overall and 2-2 in the VAIAW.
Meadows hit nine of 10 attempts from the floor and
three of four free throws for
her 21 points. She also
grabbed six rebounds, blocked
two shots and handed out two
assists. "'( •• •
•'• ''• -

Three other Duchesses'
players scored - m -double
figures with junior forward
Kathy Railey hitting for 18
points, junior guard Cathy
Hanrahan scoring 16 and
senior guard Cindy Waddell
adding 11 points.
THE DUCHESSES hit 56.4
percent (31-55) from the floor,
while holding the Spartans to
a 38.7 field-goal percentage.
NFU was
paced by
sophomore center Sharon
Wallace who scored 13 points
and pulled down a game-high
10 rebounds. Reserve freshman guard Joyce LeNoir also
scored 13 points and senior
forward Jewel Stewart added
12.
The win was JMU's first
over Norfolk State since the
■ (Continued on Page 16) .,

Photo by jo» Schn«cMn6urotr

JMU'S HEAD COACH Lou CampaneUi
complains about questionable call In a physical
game inwbich his team survived the 2-12
Gewftt Masoa Patriots. . «84«. CampaneUi

spent most of the game standing either talking
to the refs or trying to awake up his drained
Dukes. JMU takes <m OH Dominion ia Norfolk
tonight.

•/•
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Ptwto by Nancy Dttiiwr

Women swimmers
top Towson, 76-64

Ptioto by Nancy DtttMtQor

MARIA GROSZ qnaUfled twice for the
Women's National Swim Meet with her performances against Tovvson State on Saturday.
Grass qualified far the 100-yard freestyle and

will he a part of the 200-yard freestyle relay at
the nationals. She poshes off during the 100yard freestyle event (topabove) and returns
ahead of the pack (above)

By CATHY HANKS
The holiday break in the middle of the season that causes swim
coaches to Shudder didn't seem to effect the James Madison
University women's swim team as it won its fourth consecutive
match on Saturday.
The Duchesses handled Towson State University here, 76—64,
to give JMU a 5—2 record on the season.
JMU took nine first places in the 16-event meet and had one
individual and a relay team qualify for the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women's National Meet.
Maria Grosz, a senior and one of the team's leading swimmers
took three individual firsts and qualified for nationals in the 100yard freestyle with a time of 55.3 seconds.
Also qualifying for the national meet was the relay team of
Cecelia Dwyer, Patty Soboleski, Kay Conner, and Grosz with a
time of 1:43.9 in the 200-yard freestyle relay.
Grosz also placed first in the 50-yard freestyle with 25.5 second
time and in the 20O-yard freestyle with a time of 2:01.8. Dwyer
also took two individual firsts in the 50-yard breaststroke with a
time of 34.9 seconds and the 100-yard individual medley with a
time of 1:08.5.
Conner also added two firsts for JMU with a time of 1:04.6 in
the 100-yard butterfly and a 28.4 second time in the 50-yard
butterfly. Teresa Beaubien added one more first with a time of
1:16.5 in the 100-yard breaststroke.
JMU's next competion comes Jan. 30 when the Duchesses will
travel to Fredricksbtirg to take on Mary Washington College and
Roanoke College.

* Dukes
(Continued from Page 15)
over Stielper and David Skaff
hit two free throws to give
GMU its first lead, 52-51, with
12 minutes left in the game.
After both teams traded

baskets, JMU called time out
so coach Lou Campanelli
could settle his troops down. It
didn't work for the Dukes
committed another turnover,
which Gaddy converted to
give GMU a 56-53 lead.

JMU finally passed the
Patriots when Blackmon hit a
jumper for a 59-58 lead with
5:55 left Charles Fisher
added a free throw and Blackmon another hoop as the
increased
their

a

* Duchesses
(Continued from Page 15)
Duchesses topped NFU, 83-47,
in Godwin Hall during the
1973-74 season. The Spartans
had won thejast four meetings
between the two teams.
The Duchesses jumped out
to an 84 margin within the
first minute of play and
trailed only once in the first
half. Meadows and Sonoga hit
two baskets each in the spurt
at the beginning.
Finally, Wallace broke the
• tee for NFU on her 15-foot
'.jumper. The teams then

traded baskets, until Norfolk
ran of f a string of 10 points to
take a 16-19 lead with nine
minutes remaining in the half.
JMU THEN RAN OFF a
spurt of its own, outscoring
NFU, 11-4, for a 29-23 margin.
Meadow again hit two baskets
during the string, that ended
with five minutes left .
Both team then went on
scoring streaks to close the
half with the Duchesses
leading, 40-36.
At the beginning of the
second half, the teams con-

tinued to fill the nets. But,
JMU slowly began to pull
away at the 15-minute mark.
Railey's 12-footer began a
11-0 Duchesses' streak that
put the game away for JMU,
66-45. Railey hit for two
baskets in the spurt and three
other players also scored.
The team's traded baskets
in the final five minutes to
complete the game.
The Duchesses return to
Godwin Hall Tuesday at 7
p.m. to host Virginia Tech in
another VAIAW contest.

margin, 62-58, with four
minutes left in the game.
Mason didn't quit at this
point as Henderson hit two
straight short jumpers to tie
the game at 62-02 with three
minutes left. It was to be the
last time the Patriots wouHTotr
that close.
Stielper hit a layup on a
crisp pass from Fisher and
David Dupont sank two free
throw to give JMU an insurmountable lead of 66-02

record to 13-4,9 of the last 10,
with their next game tonight
against ODU. Mason's record
dropped to 2-12, but with
continued performances like
Saturday night they might
mean trouble for somebody
come ECAC playoff fame;
One bright spot on offense
for the Dulies was Fisher, who
contributed 13 points and gave
the Dukes a legitimate scoring
threat from the key area.
"With Charles in there we

'After both teams traded baskets,
Campanelli called time to settle his troops.'
with 26 seconds left. Gaddy
pulled GMU within two, 66-04,
with 11 seconds left, but
Stielper ended any Mason
hopes with two free throws.
Henderson hit a layup at the
buzzer to make the final
margin of victory two points.
The victory upped JMU's

have
another
offensive
weapon," Campanelli said.
"You can see the balanced
scoring, Stielper had 18,
Fisher added 13, and Dupont
and Tyrone Shoulders had 12
each. He takes some pressure
off of our inside people,"
Campanelli said.

^
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Corbin keeps JMU competitve in State Meet
Freshman's lOpointperformance lifts EXiesfirjm eighth to sixth
By RICH AMACHER
Old Dominion University placed
nine wrestlers while capturing the
Viriginia Division I Intercollegiate
Wrestling
Championship
this
weekend. James Madison University
finished sixth in the tournament.
The Monarch's Terry Kretz (126)
and Roger Randall (150) claimed first
place honors to pace ODU which
scored 82 Vi team points.
James Madison University's Dan
Corbin won the only Dukes' individual
title in the 177-pound class. He
defeating Don Whyte of Virginia
Tech, 9-4.
Corbin a freshman became the first
Duke ever to win a state title. He
completely dominated Whyte, a
senior, racking up almost six minutes
of riding time.
Corbin took a 2-0 first-period lead on
a takedown. He then scored a nearfall and nearly pinned Whyte in thirdround action. Corbin's victory accounted for half of JMU's 20 points.
OVERALL, THE DUKES finished
sixth in the nine team tournament,
injuries and lack of experience
prevented mem from placing higher.
Freshman Tony Elhajj, JMU's
outstanding heavy weight, advanced
to the semi-finals by beating G.J.
Wally of Viriginia Military Institute,
8-2, and Scott Durkin of William and
Mary, 9-5.
Elhajj was leading Charley Allen in
the semi-final match when he pulled a
hamstring. He had Alien on his back
and appeared ready to pin him when
the injury occurred. Allen quickly
took advantage of the situation and
pinned Elhajj.
VPI placed second in the tournament accumulating 71 V< points. The
University of Viriginia finished third
at 66^4 points, while pre-tournament
favorite William & Mary finished a
distant fourth with 56V2. George
Mason University placed fifth at 31V*,
VMI finished seventh with 15V4, the
University of Richmond had 13 points
in eighth place and Virginia Commenwealth finished ninth with 2V4.
The UR's Russell Rainer (118)
retained his state title by wiping Andy
Stone of ODU, 13-6.
JMU'S U8-POUND Greg Schmidt
lost in the opening round to Joe Heller
of UVa., 6-1. Schmidt was eliminated
from the tournament when he bowed

Mwtoby B»tiy P«r*»

to Ray Brougham of W4M, 10-2.
Brougham won the consolation finals
by beating Dennis Harlow of GMU, 102, to place third.
ODU's Kretz the top seed in the 126pound class proved he was just that
when he held off Bruce Davidson of
W&M, 8-7.
The Dukes Alex Boyar lost to Jay
Domenic of UVa., 7-4. Boyar defeated
Domenic three weeks ago, but
Domenic was tougher this time.
Boyar won his first consolation match
struggling to a 3-2 overtime victory
against Tom Segal of UR. He then lost
to Jason Diggs of VPl, 2-0. Diggs went
on to claim third place defeating
Domenic, 4-3.
VPI's Chris Taylor pulled off a
maior upset as he stripped ODU's
Buddy Lee of his 134-pound state tide.
Taylor dominated the match nearly
(Continued on Page 18)

Gymnasts split meet
By CM. MILLER
The James Madison University men's* gymnastics team
returned from North Carolina with a l-l split this weekend.
In a tri-meet with North Carolina State and Clemson, the Dukes
managed to top the Tigers, but fell short against the Wolfpack
Despite the loss to N.C. State, the Dukes earned their highest
point total of the season with a 160.95 total.
In gymnastics, unlike basketball or football, a team's score is
usually very consistent, but sometimes it will improve when
competing against highly skilled teams. The extra pressure and
drive to win makes many gymnasts perform better routines.
Not to be outdone by the overpowering Wolfpack, the Dukes
took two first places in individual competition. Steve Tornell led
vaulting with an 8.3 score and also placed second in the pommel
horse.
THE STILL RING competition was captured by Cliff Miller
with a score of 8.5, making this his third straight win in that
event.
Although competing with an injuried wrist, Dave Carter tied
with Tornell for second place in the floor exercise. Carter also
placed third on the parallel bars and the all-around competition.
Dave Rawlings placed third on the horizontal bars.
Even with the loss of its top two competitors in the all-around
competition from last year's squad, JMU has pulled together
under the leadership of the new men's coach Stewart Smith
Under Smith, the Dukes have gone 3-2.
The former Southern Illinois and Syracuse gymnast has filled
the coaching gap that has existed from the formation of the team.
JMU will host William & Mary and Pittsburg in both men's and
women's competition on Feb. 8.
The women's team scores for this weekend were not available
before deadline. They will be in Friday's issue.
™
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FRESHMAN DAN CORBIN Saturday
became JMU's first wrestling state
champion since the team moved Into
Division I four years aga. He topped
Virginia Tech's Don Whyte. M, in the
kiniyiV '•■'- •

.f> ••
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title match. Corbin pins Virginia
Military opponent in semi-final action
(top). Afterwards (bottom) he it
coogradulated by bis little brother
aad JMU's
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* Wrestlers
(Continued from Page 17)
pinning Lee on several
occasions. Lee took a 2-1 first
period lead In the second
period Taylor scored twice on
a takedown and a near-pin to
move ahead; 6-5. Taylor then
broke it open in the third
scoring on two escapes, a
takedown and a near-pin to
post a 14-7 decision.
WAM's Bill Pincus knocked
off JMU's Gary Curwin.
Curwin came back to win his
first consolation match, 5-2,
over Colin Coffey of VCU. He
then lost to Pat Carney of UR.
Freshman Buddy Kerr of
UVa. routed Bobby Rome, 216, to win the 142-pound
championship.
THE
DUKES'
14*POUNDER Tommy Stewart
lost to Rome in the opening
round. He lost again in his
first consolation match to
Steve Glawson, 2-1.
Randall of ODU claimed the
UO-pound laurels as he
downed WtM's Pat McGlbbons, 6-3.
Randy Denbigh of JMU tost
to Tim Wagner of UVa., 11-6,
in first round action. Denbigh
then won a match in the
consolations edging Bob
Perry of GMU. 5-4. VPI's Tom
Chamberlain halted Denbigh
in the consolation semis, 6-0.

Vic Bowman seeded fourth
in the 158-pound class advanced to the semi-finals
when he downed VMI's Jim
Keller, 10-2, and VCU's Stu
Idelson.
Bowman
was
eliminated
when
state
champion Colin Steel subdued
him, 7-0.
Steel
the
defending
champion retained his title
when he pinned Tim Davidson
of ODU at 6 34 in the match.
JMU's Mike Gallo lost to
Jerry Young the eventual
champion in the 167-pound
class. Gallo won a consolation
match over Jim McGinty of
VCU, 7-3. He then succombed
to VMI's Cameron Manuel, 125, in the consolation semis.
Art uro Holmes of ODU pinned
Manuel at 6:14 to win the
consolation finals.
Young, the top seed,
knocked off the second seed
Greg Froncxak in the finals,
■ 10-1. Young had two near-pins
in the match.
MIKE SERRUTO of UVa.
claimed
the
190-pound
championship when he beat
Dean Johnson of VPI. JMU's
Chuck Herb tost to Mike Carey
of VCU in the opener. Herb
came back to post a major
decision over Niel Morrison of
W&M, oo. He then dropped a
2-1 decision to Jim Rice of
VMI.

Courses offered for first time
in Agribusiness Management
By KEVIN HUNT
Courses in Agribusiness
Management for students
seeking a bachelor of business
administration (B.B.A.) with
a
concentration
in
agribusiness will be offered
for the first time at James
Madison University next fall
semester.
* The new program was inflated by Dr. J. William
Hanlon, dean of the School of
Business in response to the
need for people properly
trained in this area.
The program is closely
related to existing ones in the
School of Business and will
beoffered in the department of
management and marketing.

,
' s

THE QUANTITY of supplies varies between storage
areas. In Wine-Price, there
are about 25 boxes of canned
biscuits containing 2,136
biscuits per box, three
medical kits, several 17-gallon
drums of water and various
medical supplies such as
penicillin, sulfide tablets for
water purification, tongue
depressors,
alcohol
and
At the time of the nuclear
scare, Wine-Price was not
part of Madison College. It
served as a nurses' dormitory
for students of Rockingham
Memorial Hospital, who took
some classes on campus.

Rockingham County ranks
first among all Virginia
counties in total farm income.
Because of the high farm
production of Rockingham
and surrounding counties, the
job
opportunities
for
graduates in the agribusiness
field should be abundant,
according to Hanlon.
Graduates will be able to
seek
employment
with
government agencies and

with
agribusiness
firms
dealing with farmers and
other agricultural marketing
and
processing
firms
financial institutions, and
producers and distributors of
feed, seed, fertilizer, farm
equipment, insecticides, and
pharmaceuticals
According to Hanlon, opportunities for employment
will not be limited tothis area,
but are expected to extend
throughout the state and the
nation.

I

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

BRIDAL SHOW
W*X3#
$3.50
per person

• Remnants
(Continued from Page 1)
"The supplies belong to the
federal government," Garber
said. "We don't officially own
them."
"Ninety-nine percent of
everything there is nonusable," Garber said, attributing the deterioration to
age, high heat and rodents.

Students will be required to
take courses in technical
agriculture currently offered
at Blue Ridge Community
College in addition to the core
courses needed for a B.B.A.

SUNDAY,FEB. 10, 2pm
at HOLIDAY INN,
RT. 11 South

OL !B%uLIn Court
i Jfouu.
Squor* Villog*

4344053

GET YOUR TICKETS NOW AT THE BRIDES HOUSE ,

70s that the university leased
the building for its own use.
Wine-Price was one of
numerous
buildings
on
campus designated by the
engineering firm as less
susceptible
to
radiation
danger in case of nuclear
attack. These buildings thus
became fallout shelters.
According to John Wells,
retired Madison
College
physics professor, he and a
colleague decided to test one
of the fallout shelters. They
got a group of volunteer
students together and tried to
squeeze them into the Burruss
Hall shelter. However, the
experiment was abandoned
because he was afraid the
volunteers would suffocate.
Signs indicating which
buildings are fall-out shelters
are visible on campus today.
If Garber's efforts to
remove the materials are
successful, the supplies soon
"will be sent out with the rest
of the trash."

CASABLANCA, FULL TILT & WILSON JEWELERS

Onegjass
youTlnever

for the two of you
M

-

,

RJLL^
HNOTTGK
434-1010

*

«REDKEN'
1

'

COURT
SQUARE
VILLAGE
MHMI

•IFWJM.HWI li»ri ,l*tm+m.'m*,M*i*f mil

4*1

*m\+umtt> mam* ** rioaai

if era** n»wi»a«jui.tJn.*-iA*vfc
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Upcoming Events
For information anytime - call 400-6504
UNIVERSITY

PRC

ScKK

Coming

to the Center Attic

FLICKS

Tuesday and Wednesday
Jan. 29 10:00 only
Jan. 30 - 7:30 & 10:00

THE
ROCKIN' REVEREND BILLY WIRTZ
8B SPECIAL GUEST: CHRIS BLISS
Thursday, January 31 8:30 pm

MOTHER'S FINEST

COMING TO WIISON HAU

Thursday , Feb. 7 8:00
*$.00«HlilP
*6.00|Mib*c

TICKETS ON SALE N0W1H
Valentine's Dance
featuring 'TAAAS'
,- February >44.^AA^Uy-BollFoom—
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Classifieds
For Sale
\ "k

By Scott Worner

AAodisonman
Yov MAtf NOT RrCttWTE
nr, 8oT I
HMPPCN TO...

... BE ONC OF J.M.U-t OWN
SOPERMTROS. STUI row
THO« WrtO DON'T KNOW
Mr. I CARRY

....

THIS! THE GIBBONS
D MALL CARD.

FOR SALE: 8 track tapes,
artists
include
Jackson
Browne, John Denver, Cat
Stevens, Olivia Newton-John.
All tapes and case for $8.
Tapes $.45. Call Sherry, 6689,
days.
OUT OF TIME? NEED TO
GET THINGS DONE? Your
cakes and cookies can be
ready in 24 hours. Cookies,
fudge, brownies, decorated
cakes given by you make your
friends love you more than
they do already-they're also a
good way to treat yourself.
Call 433-4254 to make your
order.
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING SERVICES:
Typing and editing of term
papers, theses, and other
reports. Free pick-up and
delivery. Telephone 828-3357.
HOUSE PAINTING: Students
with 3 years experience will
provide professional results at
amateur prices. 434-2820.
TYPING SERVICE: Over 10
years experience; dissertations, theses, etc. 80 cents
Sr page, you furnish paper.
11 Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

Ermine

By Andy Black

• -s>

rVEASE NO?

fcoN'T fWtfT
**E.COfAE
OMAAAN,
I CMbrVT

HON£$i PAL, X
CAN BE A63c£>
Fft|£tfb. 3UST
fcoN'T HURT

THE £uiCKEN SANbvgMlCH

N\E...

DO

AMVTHING

Found
A watch was found in Miller
Hall. For further information,
call 8109.

Personals
LITTLE GIRL: Happiness
is wanting what you have, not
having what you want. I think
you understand why now.
OLD MAN.
OFF CENTER: Just give it a
chance and I know it will
work, so bring your mess on
sucker. OOH BABY! OFF
THE
WALL
GUESS WHO: I'm still
waiting for you to get "well"
so we can go skiing. I hope
you can make it to the party
Friday night, The Council is
beginning to wonder about
you. Sorry about the last
issue, it wasn't my fault.
WIZARD.
TO THE WOP IN THE
WOOD: Happy 20th...one
more year! Love ya, T.
IF YOU LIKE PIN A
COLADAS, getting caught in
the rain, if you're not into
health foods and if you have
half a brain. If you like
making love at midnight in the
dunes of the Cape, then I'm
the love you've looked for,
WRITE to-me and escape.
P.O. Box 4011.
ARBIE: So far it's been a
great semester. Good luck
with cheering; you've done
great on your diet. Keep up
the good work. THE P.B.
WIZARD: Looks like
somebody stole your little
idea! Well, you know my
response to it anyway even if
you never got to ask me. Don't
try to trick me anymore...I
can always find it! GUESS
WHO
HEY RAMBLING HANDS:
The note and the suggestion
were cute! How about just
living together, though? After
all, your dorm is co-ed and
getting "hitched" is so permanent and we're only here
for one more semester.
.Seriously though', Good Luck"

Roommates

By Tom Arvis

^FOOTB/IU/f Do Y6U
HW 72) SMACK you P.
L/PS WH/LE ywRe

Our Hero

By Matt Wagner

IBI&TI rifegrfeum A6AIM! BUT uyhTDifc HE SO?'LETS■ UX*. IW Ott A.CARS6AME orf.dlEF PI66 4AK) MAXI

»mjtta.v

Crock

By Bill Rechin & Brant Parker

y
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Doonesbury

Classifieds
PAYOFF
in

By Garry Trudeau
IF YOU HAD BBBN PRESIDENT CARTER, UHAT
MOULD EACH OF YOU
HAVE PONE DIFFERENTLY THIS RUST MONTH?
GOVERNOR BROUN?

I WONDER IF IUE COULD RETURN10 THEC£N7RAL
QUESTION POSED BY
DISUNITY DAY..
GENTLEMEN,

The Breeze
$.75 for
25 wds.

IF I HAD BEEN PRESIDENTCARTER IU/OOLP
HAVE GONE TO HMATO
DEBATE JERRY BOXMM
AS I ORJ6/NAUY

THANKYOU,
[WOULD! IAVE
SIR. SAME BEEN BADLY i 9EATBN,
QUESTION
OF COURSE,* VTAT
TO. :
LEASTim %P /
\
i
HAYETFJED

/

kg
HI.YIKM!
H0U51T
GOING?

L

IJUSTRSONEPIHe
KREMLINS LAJBSTVERSKX OF 0*. LITTLE AFVGHAN AFFAIR. VJBlL
BE CDUNTJN6 ONYIETNAMS SUPPORT, PHRED.

P0NTA5K.
1'MOFFFOR
ANOTHER.
DAYONTHB
RACK..

^ARUtCNYOU

*v*_-

UStmTDTHG.
*ONC£UP0NA

%£*]* AW CLAIMED YOUR
i Met
190.000
um
m TROOPS

™*P>

A WICKED AF-

\

V

WJJ5S?

=

\v. _LI

y mm r

>

Complete
Ski Rentals I
SKIS, BOOTS,

& POLES

\AN>TH£U.S.S.R.WAS
SIMPLYRBSP0NPIN6TD
A REQUEST FROM AF6HAN
\ PRESIDENTAMtNTOHELP
[ COUNTER OA-INSPIReP

Day $8.00
Night $4.50
at

DIDHEAISO UELLylT
REQUESTHIS TURNED
0WNEXEOJ- OUTHEWAS
WN.MR.
WORKING
IOZINSKY? RJR.THB
04,100.

_
S&
I*"
/

REOJESW

CAPABLE

INVASION?

7HM0.

/

^/

item,
'****•

/

amm
\

HEE,HEeil
KNOW, I KNOW
If19, COMRADE!
FORGNBm.
YUK,YUK!

WOODY'S
SPORTS
WORLD
in Valley Mall

433 - 2244

HOUSE PLANTS

88 Carlton St.
H'burg, Va.

COME SEC OUR
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION
GOEf N k r LOWERING
PLANTS

Sun-Thurs-11-9
«i.
~~*>- -u~
Fri-Sat-11-10
We ore something
eke!

SSQ

,_

if Students don't forget your ID is good for
a 15% discount :onidl regular orders
(will not be good on coupon items below)
"BUY TWO,

50* OFF

GET THE
THIRD FREE
offer good on
our original
Fish &Chips
offer expires
reD. ijiyou
Feb.1J980

:

offer expires
Feb.1,1980
rep. i, i yo<

One block west of JMU'e
Front Entrance 434-7948

$ LOGOFF

MON--WED
Budweiter
6 pk Z.02

A
Shrimp
Boat

A Rsh & Chips
Meal includes
Fish & Chips ,
cole slaw and
regular soft drinkj

Miller Lite

offer expires
Feb.1,(WB0.
•-

7

MIDWAY

<K

6 pk X.19

Old Milwaukee
bottles 6 pk 1*79

w. *?

mm i

II ■

«———

■
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Crowley's comments

Offering solutions
to major problems

*

w—

FK3PLE MIGHT SAY I'M DOING NOIWN6,BLrr I'M P0WG WHAT I POKST/'

In review

Carter's foreign policy tested
Democrats
By MARK BOWLES
Over a month ago the United States Nations
Security Council demanded U-0 that Iran
release America's 50 hostages immediately.
The U N vote was hailed as "a great victory"
for America and the Carter administration.
Yet, in Tehran today, there are still 50
Americans held captive.
On Christmas Eve the Soviet Union invaded
Afghanistan with crushing force, (the kind
normally reserved for the rebellious in its orbit
of satellites). The Soviets folowed the coup in
Kebul with the deployment of tens of thousands
of Russian troops across the Afghanistan
border.
Carter deplored the Soviet invasion as a
savage and unjustifiable act of aggression, and
demanded the immediate withdrawal of troops
from Afghanistan. In a retaliatory measure.
Carter embargoed all sales of excess grain and

/>

cl*v*+

Two insights into the ■
president's handling of the
Afghanistan and Iranian crises
Ugh technology to the Soviet Union, and hinted
at the possibility of boycotting the i960
Olympics to be held in Moscow. Needless to
say, the Soviets still remain in Afghanistan.
Is this the result of a poor foreign policy by
the Carter administration? Not at all. Up until
now, the Carter administration has indceed
acted in "bold restraint" Instead of
overreacting in the hawkish rhetoric of his
republican opponents, Carter has chosen a
sound, rational, level-headed approach to an
increasingly difficult situation. He has
exhausted all channels of legal alternatives to
free the hostages in Iran and to condemn the
Soviet Union for its flagrant threat to world
stability.
It is now time, however, to choose a different
method of diplomacy. Carter's threats that he
will gradually inflict heavier penalities on Iran
should be implemented. It is now time to tell
the Ayatollah Khomeini and his followers to
hand over the hostages or face economic
blockade that will wreck their economy, and
thus leaving no choice to defend against any
Soviet attack from the north.
The U.S., as Carter has said, faces its
greatest crisis since World War II.
Whatever diplomatic tool Carter uses, it is
imp erative that he continue to exercise his
level-headed approach As Richard Strout
notes: "The doomsday clock of the Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists in San Francisco has
moved from nine to seven minutes before
midnight, symbolizing the editor's belief that
the world has moved closer to nuclear

disaster."..

.,-,.,.. —-,..

Republicans
By BILL BONHAM
The 1980s have begun with the U.S. Foreign
Policy and concord of detente crushed after the
recent Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the
lingering hostage situation in Iran, But even
more disheartening is that the world seems
closer to a major war than at any other time
since the 1940s. A significant deterrent to war
could be the decisions and role President
Carter decides to use in directing U.S. foreign
policy.
In the past three years, Carter has strived
for Soviet acceptance and downgraded its
threat' He anxiously pursued the Senate
ratification of the Salt II Treaty and
overlooked the need for increased U.S. defense
Ending. When he entered office, he emsized in his foreign policy such priorities as
uin rights and a decrease in military
power.
The administration also sought straightened
relations with the Third World, cutback the
sale of U.S. weapons to developing foreign
countries, rationalized the Cuban intervention
in Africa, downplayed the significance of the
Knomeini regime in Iran, and supported the
Salt Tk7tm*y~.-«n*ter placement of Soviet
troops in Cuba.
Foreign policy critics admitted some ideas
were excellent objectives, but stressed that
foreign policy is not only concerned with
idealogical objectives, but detailed strategies.
But ail is not necessarily doomed. Carter
recently remarked, "We must now deal with
the hard facts, with the world as it is. In the
dangerous and uncertain world of today, the
keystone of our national security is still
military strength." Perhaps Jimmy Carter
has now learned how to be an effective U.S.
President.
With the major crises the .U&Jlow Jaces,
Carter is now developing new priorities and
reversing to different but constructive
strategies that have previously been uncommon to his administration.
The main strategy in the Carter plan ©ow is
"to defer further Soviet aggression." The
President wants the Soviets to pay a price for
their Afghanistan action, which tie feels is "the
greatest threat to peace since the world war."
Economic and political sanctions are being
enforced against the Soviets as well as the
possible boycott of the 1960 Moscow Olympics.
President Carter's recent State of the Union
Address began to strenthen his overall foreign
policy. The availability of military forces in
the Persian Gulf area, along with plans to
resume the draft registration, increased
defense spending, and encouraged allied
support should give some much needed weight
a?d sjreogth."? *e U & J&SJffi .P°.uSy; . ...'

By KEVIN CROWLEY
In the past I have written
some satirical and humorous
(well, at least I thought they
were humorous) columns in
this space, but for the moment
I'd like to seriously approach
some issues which I personally have problems with.
First of all, the situation in
Iran, in my opinion, has gone
on just a little bit too long.
Fifty, or is it 49, American
hostages have been held
illegally for nearly 80 days
and all for one ridiculous
reason.
A shawl.
That's right, a lousy shawl.
My sources have informed me
that the students holding the
Americans claim we nave
their shawl and they want it
back. I can't believe it.
They're endangering the lives
of innocent people, gambling
with the prospect of World
War and aU because of a damn
shawl that could be bought at
any Woolworths in the world
for $1.60, plus tax.
Is that insanity, I ask you?
I don't know who took their
shawl. Actually from what
I've seen on the news it looks
like that's all they ever wear
anyhow, is shawls. Hey, but if
they want shawls, let's give
'em shawls.
Everybody in America chip
in a couple bucks and we'll
buy a hundred, no wait—a
thousand—or
so shawls.
Sreen, red, blue, cotton, wool,
1 kinds and ship 'em over to
Iran. Then when they're all
trying on their new shawls,
we'll sneak in and bomb the
hell out of them.

Secondly, and closer to
home, has anyone seen the
new athletic facility that was
built across Interstate 81?
I mean has anyone really
taken a good look at that
place? Have you noticed
anything strange about the
construction?
Well, I'll tell you. That place
doesn't have a roof.
I swear!
Not only that, it doesn't
have any walls either.
I don't claim to know much
about design and as far as
cutting unnecessary construction costs, I'm all for it.
But it seems to me a roof and
walls would be vital to a
building in which you plan to
hold concerts and major
sporting events.
Fans are going to literally
freeze their butts off during
the winter, not to mention the
players who have to wear
shorts.
Can you imagine trying to
dribble a basketball in three
feet of snow? Or what happens
if someone takes a shot and
misses the backboard and the
ball just rolls out onto 1-81?
Hey administration, let's be
realistic about this, if you're
Sing to build new facilities,
it right
Hopefully in the very near
future both of these problems
will be corrected and if my
suggestions in any way helped
to speed along the process,
remember that checks can be
made payable to Kevin
Crowley, Box 971.
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Readers' Fo ru
Student complains about professors 'policies
To the editor:
I would like to address two
aspects I have encountered
within the professional staff of
the Science Department at
James Madison University.
The first is specific and it is
the wrong interpretation and
subsequent teaching of the
theory of evolution I have
encountered
within
the
Biology Department by at
least two of its professors. One
professor used an analogy
which compared biological
competition and economic
competition. The two are not
the same, and as one comes
from Darwin and the- other
from Adam Smith, they do not
even have the same source.
Analogies are poor science.
The second was expressed in
concern with 'war 'and its

elimination of "superior",■■
reproducing
individuals
before they have the ability to
reproduce. First of all, how
does this relate to biological
competition and does this
belong within the Biology
Department? I say it is social
Darwinism at best, and
racism and elitism perhaps. I
have heard one biology
professor refer to the oriental
author of my text as a "damn
Chinaman"
and another
professor tell me of Godless
American
Indians
succumbing to alcohol until they
receive a Christian God. Is
this science or is this a Bible College?
The second aspect I would
like to address is the unprofessional behavior and
attitude I have encountered by
the staff and the professors.

Sports coverage lacking
To the editor:
As a participant in girls
sports, I would like to express
my
opinion
concerning
coverage of their athletic
events. I have noticed that
throughout the year, men's
intramural
teams
have
received much more attention
and coverage time than the
women's in The Breeze I
realize that many of the men's
sports have much larger
divisions and more teams
participating, but this is no
excuse for exclusion of the
women's teams.
To my knowledge, no
mention of women's flag
football has been printed in
the recent papers; however,
there has been extensive
coverage
as
well
as
photographs of the men's flag

football. I feel if reporters and
photographers take the time
to cover a men's game, then
they should make this same
effort for the women's games,
in order to give them some
publicity. The women's teams
put just as much time into
practice and games, yet get no
recognition from The Breeze.
My intention in this letter is
not to cut down The Breeze
because I realize other sports
such as basketball did receive
some
coverage,
though
limited, but I wanted to bring
this matter to your attention.
More specifically, women's
flag footbalris the issue at the
present time. I hope some
consideration will be given to
the women's teams and y our
cooporation is appreciated.
Barbara Wilt

More sports complaints
To the editor:
We would like to formally
complain about the incredible
lack of coverage by The
Breeze of women's intramural
sports during the current
school year. All of women's
sports have been virtually
ignored, but we shall dwell
here only on intramurals.
Unless memory deceives us,
The Breeze has contained only
three articles mentioning
women's intramural sports
since August We agree that
playoff games are- imporant
and we appreciate the
coverage given the soccer and
basketball championships and
the cross-country meet, but
we strongly feel that the
season games are imporant as
well and should be given
recognition. As far as this
semester is conerned, flag
fotball is currently being
played and has had absolutely
nocoverage so far. Men's flag
football, played at the same
time, has had two articles and
a photograph in the recent
issues of The Breeze. We do
not begrudge the men
coverage; in fact, we applaud
and encouragt it. However,
we.. .djUtaBi, ,Jj»tt,.»MBW,ft..

games should be allotted an
equal amount of space. We are
unaware of the reasons behind
the extreme low level of
women's coverage, but we
would greatly appreciate a reevaluation of these reasons
and, hopefully,
inceased
coverage for women's intramural sports.
Jane Dornbusch
Editor's note: This letter was
signed by If other students.

Doonesbury?
To the editor:
Where is Doonesbury?
You have failed to print the
most important part of The
Breeze for two out of three
editions. You are really
getting the decade off to a bad
start.
Unless this cavalier attitude
that you show towards
Doonesbury and friends
improves, I will be fopced to
cancel my subscription.
Warm regards.
Had.. Shepherd... .,..*..

Here are just a few examples:
1) My advisor advised me to
take a class as a requirement
which I was not required to
take.
2) My advisor took an entire
year to go over my transcript
and tell me the requirements
for graduation I must fulfill.
3) Out of eight science
classes, only three professors
bothered to find time to
prepare a lecture. One gave a
lecture sometimes, and one
never once gave a lecture and
the rest read off of
mimeographed sheets or
showed slides.
4) Absolutely every
professor at one time or
another told the class how
stupid they were and one even
told the class that a local
townsperson was stupid
5) The lab instructors were
almost never around, "could
be found down the hall in the
office," or almost never
bothered to set up the labs.
6) The professors were very
haphazard about their office
hours. (I have concluded if
you want to talk to a JMU
professor in his office you go
during his lab period.)
7) The inability of the
Erofessor to proofread their
andouts or even retype their
faded memos.

8) The lone lunches and late
arrivals and early exits, not
monthly or weekly, but daily
encountered here.
9) The refusal of professors
to grade papers or return
them within a reasonable
amount of time. My math
class of 22 students was
combined with another section of 22 students, and the
professor is teaching only half
of a semester. Because they
combined the classes the
instructor declined to grade
homework because the class
was now to large.
10) The tests given are not
updated to cover the lecture,
new texts or discussion
11) The test format is not
consistent, and is changed
from test to test, unannounced
from, objective to nonobjective, from recognition to
listing topics without any
cues.
12) The inability of' the
professor to issue a syllabus
containing
test
dates,
required readings, homework
problems or supplementary
readings. Test dates are not
given at the beginning of a
semester
but
only
haphazardly.
13) The inability of any
professor to cover all the
material
in
textbooks

designed for one semester.
I could go on, needless to
say. I would like to infer that
this is merely a slip here or
there,
but
the
unprofessionalbehavior is so
widespread, I must conclude
that it is either a deliberate
policy by these professors,
and an inability of the
chairpersons of the science
department and the school to
execute
their
jobs.
If this is a work to the rule
policy, I would like to suggest
that they are cutting off their
noses to spite their faces. I
would like to suggest that the
readers write their congress
persons and demand that any
subsequent raises be given on
a merit basis and not on the
basis of seniority. I was told
that I would get a better
education at Blue Ridge
Community College and now I
believe it. Afterall, it is you
the student who will suffer
after you leave this institution
and you are forced to compete
with persons from a real
university.
. I would also suggest to
underclass persons that if you
are serious about science to
transfer to another Virginia
educational institution.
Edward Woods

Guestspot

Abortion: a personal view
Editor's note: The author's name was
withheld upon request
She was only 18 you know. She'd just
graduated from high school in the top 10
percent of her class. She was in her first
semester at JMU. He'd been her boyfriend
for over a year. They'd been sleeping
together about five months. She didn't
really believe it was right. She knew it was
wrong in the eyes, of God. But, he said,
weren't they Ihwve? Weren't they planning
on marriage? If she loved him .. .She knew
his arguments were weak but he was so
persistent. Shoot, it could be worse. At least
they were "careful."
Or so she thought until that sunny September day in the infirmary when the nice
nurse said, "Your pregnancy test was
positive." But she already knew. Deep in
her heart she had known. Just as she'd
really known that the relationship was incomplete and inadequate all along. But
there were a lot more things she didn't
know. Like the earliest possible time to get a
pregnancy test Like how very, very easy it
is to get pregnant. Her parents thought that
she'd learned all that in school. The school
thought that sex education belonged in the.
home. And she'd never known the utter, to
the soles of your feet, anguish involved in
telling one's parents that their promising
bright and beautiful eldest child was
dropping out of school to have an
illegitimate baby. She'd never seen dreams
die in someone's eyes. And to know that it
was her fault. She'd never heard a mother's
spontaneous, anguished "You can't give it
up for adoption. I'll spend the rest of my life
wondering where my first-born grandchild
is." But she did know that if she had it
despite her parents highest hopes, she'd
never go back to JMU and fulfill her
potential. She'd spend the rest of her life at a
low paying job trying to support a child she
J—M.
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didn't want and hating herself. She didn't
hardly think it was worth it. Neither did her
family and so one morning, her mom quietly
asked her how she felt about an abortion.
She had hated the idea, the sound, the
word. But no more than she hated two
wasted lives. She knew that her parents had
asked her something that was against their
upbringing and their very belief structure.
She agreed. One month later she had an
induced miscarriage. Three weeks after
that, she told him that it was over. He cried
but she knew that she was finally doing'
something right.
You may think that she was callous and
didn't really feel for what she'd done. Do
you know that she almost had a nervous
breakdown? And that the only thing that
saved her was the loving support and acceptance of her family, her roommate and
her friends, and sheer determination? And
it took months. She knew God had forgiven
her. That was His promise. But, how could
she forgive herself? That's what took
months and a loving, patient man who
believed as she does, that premarital sex is
a mistake and that God does forgive.
She still remembers you know. The pain,
both physical and emotional. And the tears.
And sometimes she still cries.
When she is alone and remembers. But
the tears are rarer now. It has been well
over a year now. But they'll always be
memories and scars.
But she is here. Her not-quite-a-child is in
heaven with the angels where it's receiving
the love she never could have quite given it.
He's found a woman who can be what he
needs. And she loves someone else even
though she'd once thought she never could
again. .
>
Tell me, do you really think that what I did
was wrong? And please, before you start
leveling personal condemnations at people
you don't know, go through the hell I did—
and make it back.
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Students support Olympic boycott
Survey results coincide
with national attitude
By TERESA CAVINE88
Slightly more than half the
students
surveyed
here
support President Carter's
rail for a boycott of the 1980
Summer Olympic Games in
Moscow, according to a poll
conducted recently by The
Breeze.
The support here for an
Olympic boycott reflects the
attitude
throughout
the
nation. A poll conducted by
Gallup Polls Jan. 16 and 17,
found 56 percent of those
surveyed agreed the US
should not participate in the
Moscow Olympic Games if
Soviet troops are not withdrawn from Afghanistan
within one month.
Of the ISO JMU students
surveyed by telephone, 7$
percent don't think a boycott
will alter Soviet strategy, but
52 percent of the Americans
surveyed by Gallup think a
US boycott will have an
impact on future Russian
foreign policy.
The Olympic Games are a
symbol of status in .the world,
according to Dr. William
Weber, a political science
professor here. A boycott of
the Moscow Games is an insult to Soviet prestige, be said.
FOR NEARLY A decade,
the Russians have been trying
to host the games in Moscow,
seeing this as a way to boost
their international status. Just
how much of a blow such a
boycott would be is difficult to
determine.
Arkady Sbevchenko, the
Soviet diplomat who defected
to the United States in 1978,
told The Washington Post that
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the objective of the Moscow
Olympics, from the Soviet
standpoint, is to have "a huge
political show" meant to
portray the correctness of
their policies. Moscow is "the
last place in the world where
politics is separated from
sports," he said.
By a 4-to-i margin, JMU
students agree that the
boycott would be using sports
as a political move.
One student responded that
"politics should come before
sports. The security of our
country is more important
right now." Another said 'The
U.S. needs to take a firm stand
against (Soviet) actions."

"World peace is more
important man the Olympics," one student said.
THE U.8. Olympic Committee (USOC) ultimately will
decide if American athletes
will compete in Moscow. The
USOC will recommend to the
International Olympic
Committee that the Games be
moved from Moscow, so that
the athletes will still be able to
participate.
However, if the Games are
not moved, a boycott by some
countries is eminent, Weber
said, adding that he does not
think a change in location is
feasible. .

A congressional resolution
supporting Carter's stand on
the Moscow Olympics was
overwhelmingly approved by
the House and is beaded to the
Senate where approval is
expected next week.
The Olympic boycott is but
one of several measures taken
by Carter in response to the
Soviet invasion. These include
a grain embargo and a
reduction of imports—all
meant to make the Russians
aware that they will have to
pay a price if they continue
their invasion, Weber said.
A boycott will also affect
American companies which
have counted on the Moscow
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Olympics to sell products
ranging from beer to blue
jeans.
AND WHAT about the
athletes who make the
Olympics possible? According
to one student, a boycott
"would not be fair to
American athletes who have
trained so long."
Although most Olympicclass athletes remain opposed
to a boycott, a surprising
number are speaking out
Siainst going to Moscow. The
unammad Ali Amateur
Sports Club, which includes
many top athletes, has voted
unanimously not to participate in the Moscow
Games.
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